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Forward
In this digital age, credit is king and cash bills are the dinosaurs that are quickly meeting their extinction. Consumer exchange is met with “credit only” to purchase the staples, as well as
the luxuries of life, while cash remains in our pocket. We have no
choice but to work within the confines of modern society so that
we may thrive or even survive in the most minimal of standards.
Then we have the burden of maintaining our credit score. What
used to be a novelty item that we would impress other people at
parties when it was approaching 700, is now the “tag” that defines
us and our position in the community. Are we the same person if
we have a 550 credit score as opposed to 750 credit score? Do we
get the same insurance, cellular phone contract, credit card application, etc., when we have low credit? Of course not and we all
know that if we don’t settle the score with corporate America, then
corporate America keeps us down.
And what has the credit craze created? Mostly, anxiety and
stress towards keeping your score; maintaining your score; and
monitoring your score. So we don’t want to admit that we have a
550 credit score, that we are not “good enough” to meet the standards that this new society has created and we hide in the shadows
of the “score worthy”. We now spend our time watching our score;
enrolled in websites that notify us every time it moves up a point,
or even worse, moves down a point. Our score has become the
elephant in the room; not the novelty but the gauge of our “success”
within our community. If we are below 700, then we don’t even
want to admit it and will politely deflect away from that conversa-
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tion; and if we are over 700 then we find a way to fit our score into
the conversation so that we may gloat at our success and hope that
our score does not meet with an early demise.
As our society keeps moving further away from cash, we are
virtually a “credit only” society; we feel the shame and judgment
being passed when we get a car loan and they say we can’t get the
premiere interest rate, but rather the 2nd or even worse, 3rd tier.
We anxiously hold our breath when we go to a retail store, where
they successfully sell us on applying for their retail credit card so
that we can get bestowed a 30% discount on everything we buy that
day, for a mere 26.99% in finance charges. And the sigh of relief
when the uncomfortable silence passes and the sales person says,
“you have been approved”. When did this level of stress, anxiety,
judgment and burden become so important in our life? Well, I saw
it happen before my eyes and as my career matured along with my
credit, I had the same stress until I started figuring out how they
score me; why they adjust my score; what can be done to repair it.
I wanted to know what was the secret sauce and how can I get my
taste.
Years of schooling lead me to becoming a lawyer, where I
found my joy and my niche as a consumer protection attorney.
What does that mean? I help you the consumer, to fight the credit
reporting agencies when their corporate bull dozer knocks you
down; annihilates your credit score; and shames you when your
score is not “good enough”. I co-authored this book, so that from
the perception of a consumer and as a credit lawyer, you can see
how we settle the score!
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Introduction
I learned early on that if you don’t have credit in the United
States, you don’t have freedom. While it is true that “cash is king,”
tell me if you can name more than two people you know who can
freely administer their daily life without some sort of credit transaction being part of it. Credit not only allows us to buy things we
don’t have the cash on hand to pay for, but it also allows us to save
money on things like car insurance and even obtain better jobs.
But having good credit alone is not enough. You need to
understand why your credit is good, how you can make it better,
and, if necessary, how to clean it up in the event it gets damaged.
In my years as a credit repair attorney and credit scoring expert,
I’ve helped thousands of people not only clean up their credit but
also dissect the credit score in order to understand how each credit
move would affect the score. While logic can get you to most of
the answers, flaws in the very design of the credit scoring models themselves required perusing and analyzing several thousand
“before and after” credit report scenarios to segregate the many
instances where these flaws defy logic.
Knowing all of these elements is key to mastering your credit
universe, and this book is the first of its kind to not only make you
a master of the credit score itself but also empower you with the
knowledge you’ll need to get on the road to repair the damage or
prevent it in the first place. Put on your thinking cap; you’re about
to consume over 10,000 hours of credit experience with zero fluff
and straightforward advice that is meant to do one thing and one
thing only: make you a master of the credit game.
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CHAPTER 1

What Is a Credit Score &
How Is Yours Affecting You?
Since you’re reading this book, it’s possible that you’ve recently
been turned down for a mortgage, a car loan or a credit card and
are already acquainted with the term credit score. If so, then you
likely know that this simple 3-digit number is critical to your financial well-being and affects many aspects of your daily life.

What Is a Credit Score?
The credit score is a number—an important one. It was designed
to convey to lenders the kind of financial risk they’d be taking by
having you as a customer. Think of it like a grade in school, only
this grade rates you on how you have performed in your various
financial obligations. Do you pay your bills on time? How much
debt are you in? Have you kept your agreements on repaying loans
in the past? What other kinds of financial or legal trouble have you
had? By summarizing these considerations and more, the credit
score becomes a quick and effective way for creditors to best decide
whether lending you money right now is really a smart move, and
if so, at what price.

What Are Credit Scores Used For?
A common American dream is one of independence, entrepreneurship, and often homeownership. And yet few of us have the
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earning and saving capabilities to pay cash to buy a house or even
a car, or to start our own business. Instead of settling for a lesser
dream—like taking the bus, living in an apartment, or working for
someone else all our lives—many of us choose to borrow money to
take on our larger aspirations and then pay those loans back over
time. As a nation, we have come to rely heavily on credit to live
comfortably and to pursue our goals.
Creditors and other lenders have only been too eager to help.
Their revenue is generated by making loans and charging interest on the money they lend. They need customers for their credit
products such as mortgages, car loans, personal loans, business
loans, and credit cards. But if creditors make loans to people who
can’t pay them back, they lose money. Therefore, they need a reliable tool for evaluating their potential customers’ creditworthiness
before extending them a loan. After many decades of being refined,
this tool has evolved into today’s credit score. The credit score is
not designed only by one company. In fact, there are several companies that make credit scoring software, but only one stands out
above the others and is used to make more than 95% of all lending
decisions in the United States—and that score is the Classic FICO®1
credit score made by FICO® (formally named Fair Isaac Corporation until they recently changed their name to FICO®).
Because the soundness of the lenders’ decisions greatly affects
their bottom line, the quality of your credit score can have a significant impact on which financial opportunities are open to you and
the price you will ultimately pay for them.

How Your Score Gets Generated
Interestingly, you don’t have just one static credit score. You have
many of them, and they are changing all the time. In fact, your
score does not actually exist at any given point in time until a request is made for it and it is compiled by one of the companies that
have been collecting and storing information about your financial
interactions. The data, stored in an enormous database, has been
1

FICO® is a registered trademark of Fair Isaac Corporation.

provided to them by your creditors, and upon request is compiled
into your credit report from the information these companies have
on file, which is also the information that gets analyzed and then
equated into your 3-digit credit score that tells the potential creditor the likelihood that you will have a major derogatory over the
next 24 months. A major derogatory is a 90-day late payment or
worse, any public record showing on your credit report, a collection, a repossession, a foreclosure, a settled account or a charge-off.
The higher your score, the less the chance you will be one of those
people to have a major derogatory over the next 24 months.
The credit score is a snapshot at a specific point in time of the
information contained in your credit report, also called a credit
history. It tells lenders your current credit status. Therefore, as new
information is added to your credit report and other information
gets deleted or drops off, your score fluctuates.
The companies that collect and maintain consumer credit data
are referred to as consumer reporting agencies or credit reporting agencies (CRAs). They are also commonly referred to as credit
bureaus. There are many consumer reporting agencies in the
United States; however, there are only three major ones, commonly
referred to as the Big Three. They are Equifax®, Experian®, and
TransUnion™.2
A data furnisher, on the other hand, is any company that reports
information to the credit bureaus. Among others, your creditors are data furnishers. Thus, every time you miss or are late on
a payment to a creditor, that creditor has the option of reporting
your delinquency to one or more of the three major credit bureaus.
CRAs are in the business of gathering this information and selling
it to creditors and others who are interested in how you have been
handling your credit accounts.

2

Equifax® is a registered trademark of Equifax Inc., Experian® is a registered service mark of Experian Information Solutions, Inc., and TransUnionTM is a registered trademark of TransUnion LLC.
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How It All Comes Together
When a lender is considering giving you a loan, they will request
your credit history in the form of a credit report from one or all
of the three major credit bureaus. Specifically, the credit report
is a compilation of data that reflects how you have borrowed and
repaid your debts, how timely you are paying your bills, and how
much debt you currently have, among other things. By the time we
reach adulthood, nearly every American will have a credit history
with the three major credit bureaus.
Upon request, credit bureaus give their computer servers the
instructions to pull together your report from the millions of bits
of data in their database, based on the identifying information they
have about you. The result is your credit report for that moment in
time.

What a Credit Report Reveals About You
A credit report contains certain types of information and not
others. For example, it has personal identifying information, such
as your birth date, Social Security number, current and previous
addresses, and present and former employers. Among the information not included in your credit report is your income, gender,
national origin, race, or religion.
The report tells the history and status of many of your credit
accounts, known as “trade lines.” It lists specific details about these
credit accounts, including the date the account was opened, the
type of account it is (whether revolving or installment, for example), if the account is open or closed, the amount of the required
monthly payment, the maximum credit limit, the most ever owed
at one time in the past on the account, the latest activity on the account, its current balance, and any amounts that are currently past
due. The report also includes the addresses and telephone numbers
of the creditors, if you’re lucky!
Each account listed also is assigned a code that reflects your
payment history on the account. Are your payments current or
are they 30, 60, or 90 days past due? Has the account gone so far

delinquent that it has been charged off? Is there a repossession or
other collection activity? The report will list accounts that have
been turned over to a collection agency. In addition, a credit report
will include certain public record information, such as court judgments, tax liens, and bankruptcies.
Credit reports can be somewhat challenging to read and understand. That’s in part because they were originally designed as a tool
for lenders, with consumers as merely an afterthought.

The Credit Score as a Corollary
to the Credit Report
A credit report does not automatically contain a credit score.
The score must be requested separately. If a credit score is requested, the credit bureau receiving the request uses a credit scoring
software program that analyzes the contents of the credit report
and comes up with a score. Thus, your credit score is a corollary to
your credit report.
And, as I mentioned, you don’t have just one credit score. There
are a couple of main reasons for this. First, the actual software
program being used to analyze and calculate the score will vary
between credit bureaus and lenders. It’s just like other software you
use at work or home, where updates and new editions come out
from time to time. Credit scoring software gets updated too, changing the way it analyzes and scores certain data, thereby giving more
or less weight to some items in the credit report and accordingly affecting the score. These updates will reflect changes in the industry
or in society at large that affect lending practices.
For example, in the past, consumer finance accounts such as
Household Finance and Beneficial Finance were given only to
people with poor credit, and therefore if found on a credit report
were analyzed by the credit scoring software as being more of a
risk. The software thus penalized the person’s score. But as times
changed and these types of accounts became more popularly used
in other contexts that did not equate to risk, newer models of credit
scoring software were updated to not penalize the score as much
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when this type of account appeared on the report. (Sadly, some
current scoring models still penalize you for having these types of
accounts, even though they do not necessarily indicate higher risk.)
In another example, in the newest version of the leading credit
scoring software, dubbed by the media as “FICO® 08,” collections
that are less than $100 at their initial reporting date will not hurt
your score even if they later go above $100 due to interest and fees.
Previous versions of the credit scoring software penalized this type
of account and would result in a lowered score if you had this type
of account on your report.
Each bureau integrates several kinds of credit scoring software,
each with its own rules for how it reads and grades the data in the
report. Depending on which credit scoring company, which model,
and even the different versions within the same model of credit
scoring software the bureau uses, your score can fluctuate quite a
bit—sometimes in excess of 100 points!
The second main reason your credit score varies between credit
bureaus is that the credit report each bureau generates on you (and
thus from which they derive your score) will contain data at least
slightly different from the last time it was generated, if not much
more different. This is because the data collected about you by
each bureau will be different and also change sometimes on a daily
basis depending on when each creditor updates their information
about you to the credit bureaus. This happens in part because not
all companies that are reporting information about you report to
all three bureaus. In fact, only about 80% of credit accounts in the
U.S. get reported to all three major CRAs. Therefore, if a collection
account reports to only two of the Big Three bureaus, you may have
a high score and a low score that varies between the three bureaus
by more than 100 points.

The Five Factors Affecting Your Score
Remember, the purpose of the credit score is to help lenders
predict how likely you are to pay a credit account late over the next
24 months with a major derogatory. Not long ago, very little was
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known about how credit scoring worked, as the developers of the
credit scoring software kept it a carefully guarded secret. Fortunately, today, after much public outcry to better understand credit
scoring models, we at least know the basic formula for how a score
is derived. The remaining information had to be gleaned through
analyzing the same person’s credit reports from different times with
different data being reported. The more of these “before and after”
scenarios that are analyzed, the more we understand the hidden
secrets the credit scoring software contains. This book will give you
the benefit of my knowledge from analyzing thousands of these
“before and after” scenarios.
There are five main factors considered to be the predictive indicators as to whether you will pay on time or go into serious derogatory status. Each factor is weighted differently as to how much
it affects your score. These factors accumulate into the five main
categories listed below. A lengthy discussion of each factor appears
in Chapter 3.

Your Payment History – 35%
Your Debt Ratio – 30%
How Long You’ve Had Credit – 15%
The Types of Credit You Use – 10%
The Number of Times You Apply for Credit – 10%

Who Creates Credit Scores?
While there are a variety of different credit scoring models
created by different companies, two are standouts in the lending
industry—FICO® as of right now and possibly the VantageScore®3
in the future.
FICO®
By far the leading industry standard—the one that most lenders use—is the scoring model created by FICO® called the “Classic
3

VantageScore® is a registered trademark of VantageScore Solutions, LLC.
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FICO® model.” FICO® is so much the standard, in fact, that you
will often hear any credit score referred to inaccurately as a “FICO®
score.”
Like other software manufacturers who provide programs that
you use on your home or office computer, FICO® has developed
different versions and updates of their software over the years, in
which their formulas for calculating scores have changed slightly
and thus will affect how scores turn out.
FICO’s Classic FICO® model is the standard in the mortgage
industry, while FICO’s industry-specific “Auto Industry Option
Score” is the standard in the automotive industry. The Auto Industry Option Score is basically the Classic FICO® score with a few
tweaks to make it more predictive of auto loan repayments. Many
auto lenders still use the Classic FICO® rather than the Auto Industry Option Score, which is a good indication of how similar they
really are. The latest credit scoring model from FICO® was dubbed
“FICO® 08” by the media, but keep in mind that it is just the newest version in the Classic FICO® family. FICO® has other scoring
models too, such as the “Next Generation” scoring model and, as I
eluded to earlier, “Industry Option” scoring models for the automotive, mortgage, and consumer finance industries, to name a few.
For the purposes of credit repair, I suggest not worrying about
any version of FICO® other than Classic FICO®, as it is the one used
in more than 95% of all credit transactions.
VantageScore®
A fairly recent competitor to FICO® is the VantageScore®. This
scoring model, developed collaboratively by Experian®, Equifax®,
and TransUnion™, is making a run at FICO® in an attempt to gain
market share in the extremely lucrative industry of credit scoring.
While this has caused alarm among many consumer advocacy
groups who are concerned that if the VantageScore® should take
over, it will lead to a monopoly in the credit scoring arena (since it
is owned 100% by the same people providing the credit report), the
VantageScore® is not likely to take over FICO’s market share just
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yet. It may, however, become a serious contender in doing so over
the next 10 years.
Though there are some potential advantages for lenders in using
the VantageScore®—for example, the data pool used to develop the
VantageScore® formula has more than double the number of people
than FICO’s for determining what factors are predictive of serious
delinquency—VantageScore® is not yet fully tested in the marketplace, and lenders are not likely to switch to a product without
knowing what kind of results the model will give them in approving loans.
For this reason, it’s important that before seeking a loan you
obtain your true FICO® score, so that you will have a more accurate
view of how lenders and others checking your credit history are
seeing you.
Other credit scoring providers include the bureaus themselves
with their own individual versions that they offered before creating
the VantageScore® as a team effort, plus many other providers too
numerous and unimportant to mention. For now, know your Classic FICO® score and keep the VantageScore® on your radar while
treating all other scoring models as meaningless since almost no
lender will make a decision based on their score.

What’s a Good Score & What Does It Mean?
Both with FICO® and VantageScore®, the higher your score, the
lower are the odds that you will default on a loan with a major derogatory. For Classic FICO®, the published range of the credit score
is 300–850, with 850 being a perfect score. VantageScore’s range is
501–990, again, with the higher score representing a lower likelihood of risk. Because FICO® is by far the scoring model leader,
from here on I will be referring solely to FICO® when discussing
credit scores.
So, why 300–850? A score of 850 is the unicorn, the Loch Ness
Monster—no one has this perfect score; likewise, no one has a 300.
It’s the published range, but the reality is that most people score
between 600 and 700. The lowest score I know to exist is 353. The
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highest is 839.
Here’s how the range of scores is rated:
Excellent
760–850
Good
700–759
Fair
620–699
Poor
300–619
As discussed, the Classic FICO® credit scoring model used by
the majority tells lenders how likely you are to be 90 days late or
worse over the next two years on repaying a loan, be it a car loan,
mortgage, or credit card.
FICO® derived this formula by analyzing consumers’ habits.
They went to the Big Three credit bureaus and asked for 1.5 million random credit reports from each bureau. Two years later, they
asked for an update on those same consumers’ credit reports. Keep
in mind that the three bureaus may or may not have had the same
person in their 1.5 million sample, so just because Jane Doe was
one of the 1.5 million people used for Experian® does not mean
she was (or wasn’t) used for one or both of the other two credit
bureaus. This is why the scores come out slightly different for each
bureau even if all of the data used to generate the three scores is the
same, because the formula was made with non-identical samples
between each of the three bureau scoring models.
FICO® engineers then observed who had paid 90 days late or
worse during those two years. They further analyzed those people’s
reports by looking at the information contained on both the original report and the updated report for that particular consumer.
The goal was to figure out what other elements on the credit report
those who had a major derogatory had in common and then assign score values to each element in an attempt to predict when a
similarly situated consumer would also default within 24 months
from the day the lender pulls the report in the future. While not an
exact science, this method is actually very efficient and surprisingly
accurate when studied over time.
Why these particular objectives: 90 days late or worse in 24

months? Because it’s a generic enough answer that any type of
lender can use it: auto lenders, credit card lenders, student loan
providers, mortgage lenders, and so on. All different types of
lenders are at least comfortable with what’s being indicated in this
benchmark. Thus, the standard of 90 days late or worse over the
subsequent 24 months has not changed in 20 years.
Consumer Default: What Are the Odds?
Below is a chart from FICO’s website that indicates the odds that
a consumer with a particular credit score will become 90 days late
or worse on a loan over the next two years.
Score

Odds

800 & above

1%

750 to 799

2%

700 to 749

5%

650 to 699

14%

600 to 649

31%

550 to 599

51%

500 to 549

70%

Below 500

89%

What a Low Score Can Cost You
While it used to be that a poor credit score would get you turned
down for credit, the confidence gained by the increasing reliance
on credit scores has led lenders into something called “risk-based
pricing.” With this pricing model, if your score is low, you can still
get credit, just at a much higher interest rate. Lenders feel that the
higher price is justified because of your higher risk of defaulting.
Allow me to digress for a moment and inform you about a lowly
practice exercised by lenders for years now, commonly known as
“universal default.” Even though this is not directly related to your
credit score, it usually occurs when your score goes down because
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late payments lower your score. Many credit card companies mention this practice in the small print of their agreements, and it gives
them the right to increase your interest rate if you pay 30 days late
on any of your credit accounts, not just your account with them.
Worse still, under “universal default,” the interest rates shoot up
to some exorbitant number, usually more than 30% APR. Thankfully, the recently enacted “Credit Card Bill of Rights” put an end
to this, but some of these types of lowball tactics survived and will
continue to give lenders the power to dupe consumers in certain
situations. Come on, folks, you didn’t honestly think that all of the
lobbying money spent by the banks would allow a completely level
playing field, did you?
Okay, let’s get back to “risk-based pricing.”
Compare 30-year fixed rates on a $500,000 home
To get a better sense about how your credit score affects interest
rates on loans, see the chart below for the cost of a 30-year fixed
mortgage on a $500,000 home and the rates that were being offered
for each scoring range in the recent past.
FICO® Score

APR Rate

Monthly
Payment

Interest Paid

720–850

5.3%

$2,776.52

$499,549

700–719

5.9%

$2,965.68

$567,647

680–699

6.5%

$3,160.34

$637,722

620–679

7.6%

$3,530.37

$770,937

560–619

8.4%

$3,809.19

$871,305

500–599

9.9%

$4,350.95

$1,066,352

Now, in the realistic hypothetical below, see how two people
with everything being equal except their credit scores would fare
over time with the rates offered above in conjunction to each of
their credit scores.
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Jack & Brad: $500,000/30-Year Fixed
Jack

Brad

Salary

Equal

Equal

Credit Score

681

595

Yearly Savings

$14,288

$0

Interest Saved
over 30 Years

$428,630

$0

10% return on
savings compounded
total in 30 years
(assuming the savings
were invested)

$2,476,911

$0

As you can see in the above example, having a higher credit
score in addition to investing the money saved as a result can lead
to a multimillion-dollar payoff. A low credit score costs you big!

Other Important Ways Your
Credit Score Affects You
Even if you’ve been turned down for a loan because of a poor
credit score, you may not be aware of just how far into your life this
number reaches.
In recent years, credit scores have been increasingly used by
important individuals and groups other than lenders to make
decisions about doing business with you. Homeowner’s insurance
companies, car insurance companies, utility companies, landlords,
and even employers are among those that consider your credit
history and/or credit score when deciding to extend their products
and services to you.
And, believe it or not, this is all perfectly legal. Insurance carriers have found that a lower credit score indicates a higher rate to
insure someone, and they are legally allowed to pull your credit
report to reset your premiums based on your credit. Potential em-
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ployers can use your credit report as part of the screening process
to make their hiring decision. Cell phone service providers use
your credit score to decide whether or not to render you services
or require you to place a security deposit to open an account with
them. At the very worst, a poor credit profile and credit score can
cost you your job or make it difficult to find a place to live.
Thus, your credit performance and resulting credit score can
have a huge impact on many areas of your life. While a good
credit score combined with other financial assets such as a strong
income can help you reach your dreams—buy a house, buy a car,
obtain insurance for both, get a business or student loan, or even
just acquire a job or secure a place to live—a poor credit score,
conversely, will deny you, or force you to pay thousands more, for
those same things.
With all this being the case, you can see how imperative it is that
your credit score be the best it can be. Keep reading, this book will
help you achieve exactly that.
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CHAPTER 2

The “Imperfect” Credit
Reporting System and the
“Less Than Perfect” Credit
Scoring Software Analyzing It
We’ve discussed the tremendous impact a credit score can have
on a person’s life, and many people today are feeling the repercussions of prior poor credit performance. While negative marks on a
credit report may seem a fair punishment for bad financial choices,
inexperience, or just plain neglect, sometimes financial setbacks
are beyond our control. People do learn from their mistakes and
deserve a second chance to show that they have become creditworthy. Furthermore, as you’ll see, all too frequently the negative
marks on a credit report are due to errors caused by information
furnishers or the credit bureaus themselves. These inaccurate
derogatories hurt the consumer all the same—and there’s certainly
nothing fair about that.
In this chapter, we’ll look at the some of the flaws in the credit
reporting and credit scoring systems and how this becomes unfair
to consumers, including the types of errors that can occur and how
the responsible parties fail to correct them. We’ll also look at the
tools consumers do have for fighting back, beginning with the Fair
Credit Reporting Act.
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Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)
Dealing with billions of bits of data for hundreds of millions of
consumers, the credit reporting system is highly susceptible to errors. These errors, of course, can be either to the consumers’ benefit
or detriment, raising or lowering the credit score from where it
actually “should” be. With the increasing power credit scores have
over consumers’ lives, it’s the mistakes that impact us negatively
that we’re most concerned about.
As such, over the decades of credit reporting, there has been a
huge public demand for truth and accuracy in credit reporting and
scoring. In 1970 the outcry from the public must have outweighed
the special interest money the politicians were getting from the
banking lobby, because Congress responded by enacting the Fair
Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) as a means of protecting consumers in their dealings with the credit bureaus. Among the FCRA
protections for consumers are limitations as to who can request a
consumer’s credit report and how long negative information can
stay on a report. The FCRA also requires credit bureaus to follow
certain procedures to ensure that credit reports are as accurate as
possible, even though many of these requirements are ignored by
the bureaus or do not rise to the level of detail the law was meant to
require.
Because errors can occur in many different ways, perhaps the
most important protection provided by the FCRA is that it grants
consumers the right to dispute the errors they find in their credit
reports. Under the FCRA, both the credit bureaus and the party
furnishing the information (creditors, lenders, collection agencies,
and so forth) are required to investigate consumers’ disputes and
correct or eliminate data that is found to be inaccurate, unverifiable, obsolete, or incomplete.
Before we get into how the disputing process works, let’s look
at some of the more common errors that you are likely to find in
your credit report.

Errors Harming Consumers
Despite the importance of accuracy in credit reporting and
the protections set forth by the FCRA, errors in credit reports are
abound, causing great harm to consumers: 1) through the denial
of credit, insurance, or employment; 2) in the granting of credit or
insurance but at much higher rates; and, perhaps most detrimental
of all, 3) in the tremendous time, energy, and opportunity that is
lost by consumers and in the stress they incur in trying to correct
inaccuracies with the credit bureaus and information providers,
often with poor results.
In fact, it is estimated that serious errors or inaccuracies occur
on as many as 25% of credit reports. This would mean that millions upon millions of Americans are subject to the denial of credit
and other negative consequences that occur because of inaccurate
information.
Though there are many types of errors that can plague a credit
report, we will focus on a few of the most common and flagrant
ones:
• the mixing or “merging” of multiple consumers’ credit files
by the credit bureaus
• the false credit history created by identity theft, including the
creation of new credit accounts and negative payment his
tory on those accounts, plus increased debt ratio overall
• inaccurate information reported to the credit bureaus by
creditors, such as a debt being assigned to the wrong con
sumer or repayment histories being reported inaccurately
• illegal inquiries
• failure to report credit limits
• debt collection abuses, such as duplicate accounts and
“re-aging” of accounts by updating the date of first
delinquency with the original creditor
Mixed or Merged Files
When a credit bureau includes the credit information of one
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consumer in the file of another consumer, one or both consumers’
credit histories report inaccurately. This occurrence is known as a
“mixed” or “merged” file, and it most commonly occurs when there
are similarities in identifying information between two consumers,
such as in their names or Social Security numbers.
This type of error occurs in large part because of the overinclusive criteria credit bureaus use when pulling together data
to compile a credit report. For example, the credit bureaus will
include account information in a consumer’s file when the Social
Security numbers do not match exactly but other information
matches. Thus, they have been known to merge files when the
consumers’ names are similar and they share seven of nine digits in
their Social Security numbers.
It’s important to realize, too, that the credit bureaus’ main
goal is to please their paying customers—meaning creditors, not
consumers. Thus it makes sense that they have designed the credit
reporting system to include more potentially derogatory information on a consumer than less, even if all of the information cannot
be matched with absolute certainty to that consumer. To the credit
bureaus, this is justification enough to allow mixed files.
In most cases, only lenders benefit from this practice. Indeed,
because of today’s increased use by lenders of “risk-based pricing,”
a credit score that is lowered due to errors may even result in the
lender making more profit, because the consumer will be charged a
higher rate for the credit they receive.
Identity Theft
Often dubbed the “fastest growing crime” in America, identity theft adversely affects millions of consumers—and their credit
scores—every year. A hybrid of the mixed file problem described
above, it has become a serious source of inaccuracies in the credit
reporting system.
Even though the identity thief is to blame here, part of the
responsibility also falls on the shoulders of the credit bureaus and
data furnishers. Their over-inclusive criteria mentioned above

often allows account information to be included even when the
identifiers don’t perfectly match, such as when an identity thief
uses the victim’s last name and Social Security number, but not the
first name or address.
Errors from Information Furnishers
Creditors and other data furnishers also introduce many errors
into the credit reporting system. These errors usually fall into two
types: 1) the inaccurate reporting of payment history, current payment status, or account balance, and 2) the attribution of a credit
account to the wrong consumer.
The first type of mistake can occur easily through human error: clerks making mistakes in data entry or applying payments
to the wrong account. The second type of error, where the account’s “ownership” is in dispute, can occur when a spouse or other
authorized user who should not be is being reported as liable for
the debt. Other times, the consumer may have been the victim of
identity theft.
Information being reported by a data furnisher to the credit
bureaus automatically appears in consumers’ credit reports. In fact,
the credit bureaus are notorious for blindly accepting without any
quality review the information they get from data furnishers, even
if that information blatantly contradicts other information found
in a consumer’s credit file.
Illegal Inquiries
Did you know that it is illegal to access another’s credit report
without their consent? The FCRA clearly states that a consumer’s
credit report can be accessed only for the purposes of offering
credit, insurance, housing, or employment, with the only exception being current creditors of the consumer that want to pull an
updated report on the consumer to see how their credit stands.
This works to ensure consumer privacy from those who would be
curious about their financial status and relationships, and helps to
protect against identity theft. Punishments for this “crime” include
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civil and criminal penalties. Yes, it’s illegal to snoop into another’s
credit report without their permission if you are not a current
creditor of theirs!
Car dealerships have been notoriously abusive in this regard.
While a customer is out test-driving, a salesperson wanting to size
up the customer to see if he is really worth the salesperson’s time
will request a credit report, all without the consumer ever knowing
about it until it shows up later under the Inquiries section of their
credit report.
And since inquiries do have an impact on the credit score, this
abuse can have an adverse effect on the consumer’s credit score.
Missing Credit Limits
You’ll recall from Chapter 1 that the balance-to-credit limit
ratio (primarily on revolving type accounts), also called the utilization ratio, is one of the main factors making up a credit score.
Specifically, it accounts for 30% of the score. So, what then happens
if a creditor fails to report a credit account’s credit limit? Inevitably,
the score is lowered due to a falsely calculated utilization ratio.
Here’s how it works. If you have a balance of, let’s say, $900 on
a credit card that has a $1,000 limit, your utilization ratio would
be very high (90%), which would significantly lower your score.
Conversely, a balance of $100 against your $1,000 limit produces
a low (10%) utilization ratio and would generally raise your score.
If no credit limit is reported, then determining the true utilization
ratio—of credit used to credit available—is difficult, if not impossible. In these cases, most credit scoring systems will simply take the
highest reported balance in the past for that account (kept track of
by Experian®, Equifax®, and TransUnion™ in a separate field in the
credit report) and use that number as the account’s credit limit. The
smaller the percentage of the credit limit a consumer has used in
the past, the more inaccurate this error would reflect in the score.
Capital One®1 was a prime culprit of this practice, having not
reported credit limits for many of their consumers. They argued
1

Capital One is a federally registered service mark.
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that limits were proprietary and that keeping limits a secret gave
them a competitive advantage in the marketplace. In other words,
they felt that revealing credit limits gave their competitors insight
into their underwriting criteria for offering credit—something they
didn’t want to do. Another offender of failing to report credit limits
in the past was Citibank®.2
Also interesting is that Equifax’s credit reports have stood out
as much more frequently missing credit limits than the other two
big CRAs. This may be at least in part due to the fact that Equifax®
requires creditors to fill in an extra field when reporting a credit
limit.
And there’s more to this story than first meets the eye. In this
day and age of risk-based pricing, where credit is granted to those
with poor credit but at a much higher rate, there is something
particularly disturbing about the practice of creditors not reporting
limits.
This leads us to the question: With lenders able to charge
higher rates to consumers with lower credit scores, will the system
then favor lowering scores? The answer seems obvious, and it’s a
scary proposition for consumers.

Debt Collection Errors and Abuses
One error that commonly occurs with accounts that have
been charged off and sent to collections is that a single charged-off
account often results in two or even three negative accounts on
the consumer’s credit report. This happens because the debt often
gets reported once by the original creditor and again by the debt
collector. Then, if that collector fails at collecting the debt and the
account is sold to yet a third collector, another negative entry could
be added to the consumer’s credit report if the previous collector
fails to delete their entry once they give the account to the new collection agency.
There should only be one third-party collector showing on
2

Citibank is a trademark and service mark of Citigroup Inc. and Citibank,
N.A.
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a consumer’s credit report in addition to the original creditor,
but this may not always happen and you’ll have to fight to get the
second third-party collector to remove their entry from the credit
report. The only time it is okay to have more than the original
creditor and one collector reporting on the same debt is if a judgment is obtained by the collector, in which case there would be a
third instance being reported in association with a single debt. The
reason the third instance is okay in this case is that it is a public
record, not a reported trade line like the original creditor and the
collector.
A second common error is the result of a sneaky tactic on
the part of collection agencies known as “re-aging.” When a debt
becomes charged off or sent to collections, the “date of first delinquency with the original creditor” that led to the account being
charged off is a set date that should never change—even if the
collection is sold several times. This is important because, as you
will learn later in this book, negative credit items are supposed to
remain on a credit report for only a certain length of time (for late
payments, that time is 7 years). Therefore, this is the date that the
bureaus use to determine when to purge the account from their
database.
What normally happens with re-aging, then, is that debt collectors often use a later date as being the date of first delinquency,
such as the date they acquired the debt or the date of last activity—meaning when a payment was made or a new agreement for
payment was reached with the consumer—and report this as the
date of first delinquency. When the date of first delinquency with
the original creditor is reported inaccurately, the negative entry can
remain on the credit report longer than it should, thus keeping the
credit score lower for longer, as well as decreasing the score further
because recent derogatories hurt the score more than older ones
do.
It is thought that collection agencies continue to practice reaging in the attempt to increase the likelihood of collecting on a
debt. As you will also learn, debts are subject to a statute of limita-

tions (SOL) as to how long after a charge-off the creditor can sue
you to collect the debt. By re-aging, the SOL clock gets restarted
and the collection agent has much more leverage to get you to
pay—assuming, of course, that you don’t call them on it and fight
back.

The Dispute Process
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the credit bureaus are
required by the FCRA to “follow reasonable procedures to assure
maximum possible accuracy” in credit reporting. Unfortunately,
the credit bureaus often fail to meet their obligations in this regard.
And in the processing of billions of pieces of data for hundreds
of millions of files, it’s understandable that sometimes things do
go wrong. So to protect those consumers for whom inaccuracies
do occur, the FCRA put in place a second level of protection: the
dispute process. Following is a brief summary of how the dispute
process is “designed” to work.
If a consumer finds an error in their credit report, they have
the right to dispute the inaccurate item with the credit bureau that
issued the report. To make a dispute, the consumer sends a letter
to the credit bureau describing the error and providing any backup
documentation that would support their claim. Upon receiving
the dispute, the bureau has 30 days to complete their investigation
from the time they receive the dispute (or 45 days if the report used
in reference to the dispute was from AnnualCreditReport.com).
The credit bureau must conduct what the FCRA calls a “reasonable” investigation, where they review and take into consideration “all relevant information” provided by the consumer. Also,
within five days of receiving the dispute, the bureau must send a
notice to the information furnisher about the dispute. Again, all
relevant information provided by the consumer about the dispute
must be included in the notice to the information furnisher.
The furnisher, then, upon receiving notice of the dispute,
must conduct its own investigation, according to the FCRA, which
includes reviewing all relevant information about the dispute that
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has been provided by the credit bureau. After completing their
investigation, they must report their results to the credit bureau. If
the disputed items are found to be inaccurate, the furnisher reports
this finding to the credit bureau and the credit bureau must make
the correction in the consumer’s credit history file.
Once they’ve completed their investigation, the credit bureau
must send the written results to the consumer, and if the dispute
has resulted in a change to the report, they must include a free copy
of the new credit report.
If the credit bureau fails to complete their investigation within
the 30 days, they must delete the disputed item from the credit
report. If a disputed item has been deleted from the credit report,
the credit bureau cannot reinsert the item back into the consumer’s
credit report unless they notify the consumer in writing within five
days of doing so.

CRAs: Doing Their Job?
The above is how the FCRA mandates the process to work.
What it doesn’t account for, however, is the general lack of incentive on the part of the credit bureaus and information furnishers to
do a proper job that subverts these protections for the consumer.
To save time and money in a process that only harms their own
bottom line, the credit bureaus and information furnishers will cut
corners every chance they get.
Following are the primary ways they achieve getting around
the requirements of the FCRA, the result of which is effectively
shortchanging the consumer of a meaningful and substantive investigation of their dispute.
The credit bureaus:
1) Convert the often painstakingly written dispute letters
submitted by consumers into a standardized 2- or 3-digit code
summarizing the nature of the dispute. Credit bureau employees
or their foreign vendors often take no more than mere seconds
to match the dispute to one of 26 possible codes. This automated
system is heavily dependent upon these standardized dispute

codes, yet these codes are entirely inadequate in many instances to 29
properly convey information about a dispute.
2) Fail to forward to creditors and other information providers
(furnishers) the supporting documentation supplied by the consumer—documentation such as account applications, billing statements, letters, and payoff statements that can often show unquestionable proof as to the consumer’s dispute. The failure to include
these documents in the investigation process is itself a violation of
the FCRA, and yet it is the standard practice of the CRAs.
You’ll recall that the FCRA also requires information furnishers to take part in resolving disputes by conducting an investigation of their own. But, very much like the credit bureaus, furnisher
investigations are usually perfunctory and meaningless, with the
furnishers oftentimes doing no more “investigating” than simply
comparing what is being objected to in the dispute to the information on their computer screen. In other words, they merely “verify”
that the disputed information correctly reflects their own records
without assuming that they may have inaccurate information about
the consumer.
To add insult to injury, the credit bureaus then accept without
question the furnisher’s decision about the outcome of the dispute.
Having done no independent review of their own, the bureaus
simply repeat back the furnisher’s results. And in the whole process, the consumer’s complaint has never been truly investigated in
a substantial or meaningful way.
When we ask ourselves why it goes this way, we need look no
farther than considering who the paying customer of the credit
bureau is. It’s certainly not the consumer! The consumer revenue—
coming from the few credit reports or other products like credit
monitoring that they sell to consumers—while profitable, pales in
comparison to the money generated from the banks.
And even though credit bureaus can be fined up to $1,000 per
violation for selling information they know to be inaccurate after
they’ve been notified by the consumer, this has proven to be an
insufficient incentive for them to change their practices. The credit
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bureaus are only too aware of who pays their bills; it’s the lender or
other information furnisher who uses or supplies the data in the
credit bureaus’ massive databases. Credit bureaus make money by
selling data, not by handling disputes and correcting credit reports.
These obligations mandated by the FCRA only detract from their
profit margin.
And despite the tremendous importance of the dispute process to millions of individual American lives as well as the national
economy, the FCRA has done little to enforce its regulations and
make the CRAs and information furnishers fall in line.

CRAs: Making Money Off You
Most people don’t realize that the credit bureaus make the big
money by marketing you and your behavior to the highest bidder.
Here are a few of the ways the CRAs are raking in hundreds of millions by selling your data:
• Helping lenders scout you with targeted marketing leads.
This results in the pre-approved credit card offers you get in
the mail.
• Selling your current info to debt collectors. The bureaus sell
your information to any collector that is trying to collect
money from you. These collectors are considered to have a
“permissible purpose” since the debt they are collecting
originated with a creditor that had the right to pull your
report.
• Alerting collectors to mortgage/car loan inquiries. Since
mortgage inquiries usually mean a mortgage application
with tons of strings attached, collectors love to know when
you are trying to get a mortgage so they can do everything
in their power to prevent that from going through—unless
you pay them off, of course!
• Alerting your creditors when a late payment shows up so the
creditors that apply “universal default” can start collecting
their inflated interest rate right away.

Fighting Back with Credit Repair
Considering the numerous errors on credit reports that can
and do occur, consumers often find the credit reporting system
itself stacked against them. And given that less-than-perfect credit
causes severe repercussions to the consumer, you can see why
consumers could use a little extra muscle on their side of this tug of
war.
What Credit Repair Can Do for You
At its most basic, credit repair is simply a process of paying off
debt obligations and letting any negative marks that they caused
expire from your credit history while creating new positive credit
that will replace them.
More aggressive credit repair means removing inaccurate,
misleading, or unverifiable marks (in other words, “questionable”
negative credit) from your credit report, thereby increasing your
score. And since it is rare that an item is reported 100% accurately,
virtually every credit problem imaginable—from charge-offs to tax
liens—can be challenged and oftentimes removed.
The Ethics of Credit Repair
There has been some question as to the ethics of credit repair,
particularly disputing accurate information on the credit report
as inaccurate. The bottom line is that the credit repair expert is
fighting for the consumer in a broken system by giving it a taste of
its own medicine. Because there are so many ways that the credit
score is unfair to the consumer, if anything, credit repair merely
helps to even out the scale.
Still not convinced? In addition to the abuses and errors mentioned in this chapter, here are a few other ways the credit score is
unfair to the consumer in how it relates to the structure of credit
reporting:
1. Every month, most of your creditors report to the credit
bureaus regarding the status of your account along with the balance and other such information. A majority of creditors report
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your balance when your statement closes for the month—on your
statement closing date, not your payment due date—which means
that even if you pay your balance in full every month you still have
a balance being reported for the entire 30 days of that month. This,
of course, lowers your credit score due to an artificially high debt
ratio. It’s intentionally set up that way to prejudice the consumer in
the creditor’s favor. (A way to avoid this, by the way, is to call your
credit card company and find out when they report to the bureaus
and send them a payment early enough to assure that the payment
posts before they report. This also has the side benefit of you having a low balance for the next 30 days even if you have a maxedout credit card on day 2 of the 3-day statement cycle in between
reporting periods.)
2. You pay a collection or a charge-off and your credit score
goes down. Even though it is illegal to re-age a collection account
when either it is paid in full, a partial payment is made, or the account is sold to another collection agency, collection agencies violate this all of the time and, as a result, leave you with a lower score.
With credit repair, we’re using the law to help the consumer.
We’re trying to make sure that the CRAs have good records, as
they are required to do. And because the CRAs are not truly doing
an investigation as the FCRA requires them to do, turnabout is
only fair play! Credit repair companies use the law to get an item
removed for being inaccurate or incomplete, even if they don’t use
the real reason the item is inaccurate. Through much trial and error, credit repair specialists have learned what dispute reasons get
the best results in getting any particular item removed, and they
will use that knowledge to help their clients. Yes, it’s true, the credit
repair process sometimes requires a little bit of cat and mouse to
succeed!
The way I look at it, credit repair offers people a second chance
based on a system that holds everybody down. And, usually, the
people who are trying to clean their act up realize how important
their credit score is and they want a second chance. If the laws that
we’re using to help someone out are the laws that ensure credit
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items get reported accurately, then how is it wrong to make sure
these companies report accurately? If they can’t prove that something is accurate, then the law says they have to delete that item
from the credit report. In my credit repair business, I’m making
sure the CRAs are doing their job according to what the law says
they have to do..
In a system stacked against the middle-class-and-under consumer, where credit card companies have the intent to injure people for profit, credit repair has evolved as a vital and necessary tool
to work the dispute process in the consumer’s favor when requesting the correction or deletion of negative items on the credit report
that are shown to have inaccuracies. It has given many a consumer
a needed second chance after falling prey to any one of the many
different circumstances that lead to less-than-perfect credit.
The first step to successful credit repair is seeing exactly what’s
on your credit report and finding out your score. We’ll learn how to
do that in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

What’s Your Score?
Lenders will often use your “mid score”—the middle of the
three scores generated by the Big Three credit bureaus—to make
their credit decisions. Therefore, it’s wise to know where you stand
before you seek new credit, as getting denied will harm your score
further. Whether you want to apply for credit or you’ve already
been turned down and want to start improving your score, the first
step is to learn what information is on your credit reports and what
your score is.
Following are the steps to get you started.

Step 1: Obtaining Your Credit Reports
Under a 2003 amendment to the FCRA called the Fair and
Accurate Credit Transactions Act (FACT Act), Equifax®, Experian®,
and TransUnion™ must each must provide you with one free credit
report every 12 months if you request it. You can access this free
report immediately online at www.AnnualCreditReport.com.
Remember, though, that this service is being provided by the
credit bureaus, who are not at all pleased about having to give away
their valuable information for free, nor do they want to arm you,
the consumer, with tools to improve your credit. As a result of this,
you will find that you have to get through a gauntlet of questions,
ads, and web pages in order to successfully download your reports.
If they can’t make you pay with money, they’ll at least try to deter
you through the cost of the time it takes you to download the free
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reports. In many cases you will get an error that says your order
cannot be completed online and that you need to call them to proceed. (I’ve received that error before from TransUnion™ telling me
that for “security purposes” they can’t give me access to my report
online. Yet, miraculously, two minutes later they were able to give
me my report when I purchased their zendough™1 credit product.
Must have been one of those convenient coincidences!)
In addition to requesting it online, your free credit report from
www.AnnualCreditReport.com can also be obtained by telephone
or regular mail.
To request your credit report by phone:
• Call 1-877-322-8228 and complete their verification
process to get your report.
• Your reports will be mailed to you within 15 days.
To request your credit report by mail:
1. Download the request form located at
www.AnnualCreditReport.com/cra/order?mail.
2. Complete the form and mail it to the address provided
on the form along with any other information they
request.
Note: As we will discuss in a moment, your free credit report does not include your credit score. Your credit score must be
purchased separately. You can request to purchase your credit score
when you request your free annual credit report, but only Equifax® offers your actual FICO® score during this ordering process at
www.AnnualCreditReport.com.

Step 2: Obtaining Your Credit Scores
Having access to knowledge about credit scoring is a pretty
recent event. Before 2002, consumers couldn’t even get their own
FICO® score. Credit scores were a safely guarded secret and the
only way to get them was through a lender who ran your credit
1

zendoughTM is a trademark of TransUnion Interactive, Inc.
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report and score. Only after tremendous outcry over consumer
rights for transparency in credit scoring have credit scores become
available for purchase by consumers.
It’s also important to know that, as mentioned above, the free
service from the credit bureaus at www.AnnualCreditReport.com
only gives you your credit reports for free, not your credit scores.
At that website, you will have to pay for your credit score, and more
importantly, the score you receive will not be a true FICO® score
except for from Equifax®, which offers the FICO® score for sale during the registration process. If you recall from our earlier discussions, it’s important to know your true FICO® score because that
is the score lenders and others will use when evaluating granting
you credit, insurance, housing, or employment. Therefore, I suggest
only going to www.AnnualCreditReport.com if all you want is
your credit reports.
The three credit bureaus do, however, offer your true FICO®
scores for purchase. At the time of this writing, the place to do this
for two of the three CRAs—Equifax® Experian® and TransUnion™—
is www.MyFico.com, which will then direct you to FICO’s consumer site called “myFICO®.” You can also get all 3 of your credit
reports and 3 Fico Vantage Scores at http://x.co/identityiq for only
$19.99
On Valentine’s Day 2009, to show their love for FICO®, Experian® terminated their agreement to offer FICO® scores to consumers. Experian® does still sell FICO® scores to lenders, just not
directly to consumers on the myFICO®2 website. This is a sad turn
of events because, as we’ve discussed, with the nature of risk-based
pricing and the economic downturn, consumers don’t need less access to their information now, they need more access.

Minimum Criteria Needed to Generate a Credit Score
Now, getting back to the FICO® score. Note that not every
credit history automatically qualifies for a credit score—it has to
meet certain minimum standards to be score-able. Failure to meet
2

myFICO® is a registered trademark of Fair Isaac Corporation.
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the guidelines below on a particular bureau will cause that bureau’s
credit score to not generate and you’ll see a zero in place of the
score or the report will state that the minimum scoring criteria has
not been met.
A credit score of zero can happen in one of three ways:
1. The Social Security number is reported as deceased to the
credit bureau.
2. There hasn’t been an account open for at least six months.
3. No trade line has been updated in the past six months.
The good news is that if you get a score of zero, there are a
couple of things you can do to fix the situation and begin to generate a score:
1. Open up a brand-new credit card to get rid of the zero.
Within six months of opening the credit card, you’ll satisfy one of
the factors because an account will have been updated within the
last six months. Now, the problem with this is that you still have a
score of zero because you won’t have an account that was opened
for at least six months that was updated in the last six months until
that account is six months old. At the 6-month mark, your score
will begin to generate.
You may be able to get around this sooner by getting added to
someone’s credit card as an authorized user (AU). The newer credit
scoring models, however, are on to the AU trick and may not score
the new account at all, but if they do, it will allow you to get the
history of the primary cardholder and, as long as that account is
older than six months, you’ll get a score the second it is reported.
As the newer scoring models become more popularly used, this
tactic is going to become less and less effective as time goes on and
therefore it is ultimately best to build your own credit.
It’s also important to be aware that when you get added to a
family or friend’s trade lines (credit accounts) as an authorized
user, any damage on the owner’s account will show on your (the
AU’s) account unless the owner calls and has you removed as
an AU before the damage occurs. If the account is closed (like
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in bankruptcy), it is much harder to get them off the AU’s credit
report, though it is still possible. The bankruptcy (BK) of the
owner is listed in the AU’s account, even though the wording on
the account has to say that it’s another person’s BK. Also with AU
accounts, the AU is not responsible (not contractually liable) to pay
the account, but sometimes a spouse can be held responsible because it is considered “marital debt.” The only time a positive credit
account can harm an AU is if the account is so new and they AU
has a very long established credit history and no late payments—
but then if this were the case, a person wouldn’t need to be added
as an AU anyway!
2. Use one of your credit cards you haven’t used for a while and
wait for the information to update to the credit bureau. This will
satisfy the requirement that an account has been updated at least
once in the past six months.

Step 3: Reading Your Credit Reports
Once you’ve obtained your credit reports, you’ll want to keep
an eye out for two primary concerns as you start to assess the information they contain:
1. What negative/derogatory items are in the report?
2. How much debt do you have and are the balances and limits
on that debt reporting correctly?
Keep in mind that sometimes you luck out and find a mistake
that is in your favor, such as having a balance reporting lower or a
limit reporting higher than what it actually is. If either of these occurs, feel of good fortune—the error is helping your score by giving
you a lower ratio of debt to available credit. You wouldn’t complain
to the car wash guy if they waxed your car when you purchased the
basic car wash, would you? Same goes here.
Reason Codes: You’re Credit Problems at a Glance
If your FICO® score is less than 850—and everyone’s is—you
can quickly identify your biggest problems by simply glancing at
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the “reason codes” on your report. The reason codes—listed just
below your score on a “tri-merge” credit report that gives you all
three scores (usually a report from a lender or a report from www.
CreditMoves.com/score)—tell you the general issues that have kept
you from achieving a perfect score. Every credit report, even one
with a score of 849, will have at least one reason code listed. This
is a great convenience for getting a quick summary of the shape of
your credit history before analyzing the whole report.
In the reason codes section, the primary reason you did not
achieve a perfect 850 is listed first, with the remaining reasons following, ranked from top to bottom in the order of importance and
effect on your score.
Reason codes are very helpful, allowing you to assess at a
glance whether paying down your debt or deleting negative items
will likely increase your score.
Note that the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act
(FACT Act) requires credit bureaus to list as a fifth reason code
(if it doesn’t come in as numbers 1-4) whenever inquiries were a
contributing factor of more than a couple of points for the score
not being higher. You’ll see “Number of Inquiries Adversely Affected the Score” given as a reason if that is a problem affecting
your score.

Step 4: Understanding the Five Main
Factors That Determine Your Score
A lot of homeowners have the mindset that making payments
on time automatically equates to good credit and high credit
scores. Unfortunately, this couldn’t be further from the truth.
While paying your bills on time accounts for a large portion of
your credit score, there’s still a lot more to it. In fact, paying your
bills on time only drives a third of the points in your credit score,
which means that two-thirds of your score has nothing to do with
making on-time payments.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, five main factors go into calculating your overall credit score. It’s important to understand them, as

that gives you the power to make the changes necessary to increase
your score. Let’s briefly review each category and how much they
count toward your score:
1. Payment History (past delinquencies mostly) – 35%
2. Debt-to-Credit Limit Ratio (revolving debt ratio) – 30%
3. Average Age of Credit File – 15%
4. Mix of Credit – 10%
5. Inquiries – 10%
1. Payment History: 35% of score
Payment history, the most important category, is rather selfexplanatory. You don’t have to be a genius to figure out that if you
pay your bills on time, you’ll do well here. Likewise, if you have a
history of late payments, collections, charge-offs, judgments, and
other public records showing a failure to pay, you’re not going
to do so well. It’s okay to get sued as long as it doesn’t result in a
judgment against you personally. If you do happen to get a judgment against you, your score will suffer more on top of the damage
caused by the item that was most likely reporting as a collection or
a charge-off on the report before the creditor sued you to get the
judgment.
In addition to the type of negative item you have, the number
of negative items on your credit report also has an impact on your
score. The more incidents of credit transgression, the more your
score will suffer.
How recent the negative information is is also a factor. Recent
blemishes will punish your score more than if they are several years
old. The first two years from the time the negative mark occurs has
the most impact on the score, but even older derogatory items hurt
the score to some degree.
To avoid problems in this category, make sure to pay every
single bill you have before the due date. Even if you aren’t 30 days
late, depending on when the creditor reports to the credit agencies,
you may be reported to the CRAs as having a past due amount.
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For example, if your mortgage payment is due on the 15th and the
lender reports on the 16th but you don’t pay until the 26th, the account will be reported with a past due amount and it will hurt your
score.
Although most lenders wait until you are at the 30-day late
mark to report a 30-day late payment on your credit report, some
will report the 30-day late when you are just one day late because
“30 days late” on the credit report actually means 1-30 days late.
At a minimum, you are past due when you pay even one day late
with the difference being that a “past due” notation will disappear
from your report once you become current, while a “30-day late”
notation will stay for 7 years (unless you get it off sooner through
the dispute process or by getting the creditor to remove it from the
bureau themselves).
Each late payment or past due notation harms your score up to
100 points or more depending on the severity of the late and also
depending on what else your report contains. It is impossible to
give an exact point value deduction since so many factors go into
your unique credit report. To tell you that a 30-day late costs you,
say, 65 points is not only untrue but also devoid from logic since
someone with a credit score already under 500 will seldom see any
reported item cause the score to drop more than 20 points, while
someone with an 810 credit score may see even a 30-day late payment cause the score to plunge 100 points.
To interpret the derogatory information in your credit reports,
you can follow these general rules:
• Any information in the Public Records section of your credit
report is considered a major derogatory, no exceptions.
• Any information that is equal to or worse than a 90-day late
payment is also considered a major derogatory. This includes
foreclosures, collections, settlements, and repossessions.
• If any of the above information is less than 24 months old,
then it’s going to have even more of a negative impact on
your credit rating than it would if it is older than 24 months.

• If you see numerous of the above items, you’re being penalized for the volume aspect as well.
Tips for this category:
• Timing of the delinquency: The further in the past the delin
quency is, the less effect it has on the score. Time heals here.
• Level of delinquency: A 60-day late is worse than 30, 90
is worse than 60, and bankruptcy is the worst of all due to the
cumulative effect a bankruptcy has on many accounts when
those accounts update as “included in bankruptcy,” also a
major derogatory.
• Date of first delinquency: This is sometimes grouped togeth
er with the “date of last activity” even though for clarity
reasons it shouldn’t be. As noted, the “date of first delinquency” is the date when the first default occurred that led to
the charge-off or collection. This is usually the first 30-day
late payment that led to the charge-off on a credit card account or 30 days after an invoice is sent on a medical bill
unless the invoice specifically gave a longer time period to
pay, in which case it would be the date that time period
expired. Many credit reports will not have a column for the
date of first delinquency and will only have a column for the
date of last activity. If you’re lucky, the date of first delinquency will be mentioned in the notes; otherwise, you’ll have to
assume that the date of last activity is the date of first delinquency unless you are willing to go through the hassle of
calling the bureaus for clarification.
• Past due notices: These destroy scores. If the account showing a past due amount is not in collection or charge-off
status, it is best that you pay that past due amount immediately to bring the account current. If the account showing
a past due balance is also a collection or a charge-off, paying
the past due amount will not yield much of a credit score
increase (if any at all) because the collection or charge-off
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status is the main factor hurting that account. Keep in mind,
though, that not paying a collection account may lead to
them filing a lawsuit against you, so paying these accounts
is still a good idea if the amount is over $1,000. (Amounts
less than $1,000 are usually not pursued in court due to the
low dollar figure.) In addition to the $1,000 rule, I also suggest taking into account the statute of limitations (SOL) for
your particular state to determine if the creditor’s ability to
sue you has expired. You’ll want to do this before you agree
to pay a collection or decide how much you are willing to
pay. We’ll discuss this at length in Chapter 4.
• Missing (skipping) payments (low vs. high): If you need
to miss a payment, it is better to miss your $300 car payment
than your $1,500 mortgage payment because the score will
penalize you slightly more if the balance of your overall debt
is higher than if it is lower when determining how many
points will be deducted for paying late on that particular
account. This is almost a non-factor and may only hurt by an
extra point or so, but it is worth mentioning. The reason for
this is that the credit scoring software manufacturers have
noticed that usually people who miss their big payments miss
them because they don’t have the money, and a higher
percentage of people who miss higher payments will go 90
days or more late more often than people who miss lower
payments. Again, this is not a huge difference but the statistics have shown a predictive correlation in this sub-area.
• Collections: Pay off collections the day of the home loan
closing date if the lender requires that you do so, but not
before the loan’s closing date due to the risk of the collection
agency possibly re-aging the account and resetting the date
of first delinquency when they update the account as paid.
Though this does not happen that often, it does occur from
time to time. What you don’t want to happen is for you to
pay the collection and then the collector re-ages the account
a week before the loan closing and then the lender pulls an
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comes in below the requirement and you don’t get the loan as
a result of the collector’s mistake. Better to be safe than sorry.
2. Revolving Debt Ratio: 30% of Score
The most important non-payment category in your credit
score is, by far, the amount of debt you carry. And while your
installment debt (auto loans and mortgages) are factored into your
score here too, it’s really your revolving debt (credit cards, for the
most part) that’s most important in this area. This includes anything from Visa®, MasterCard®, Discover®, American Express®, gas
cards, and/or retail credit cards.3 The balances that you carry on
your credit cards in relation to the total revolving credit you have
available can affect your score almost as much as whether you
make your payments on time.
This category calculates the proportion of balances to credit
limits on your revolving credit card accounts—also referred to as
“revolving utilization.” Simply put, the higher your revolving utilization percentage, the lower your score.
So, what is revolving utilization and how is it calculated? To
determine your revolving utilization, you’ll need to add up all of
your current balances and all of your current credit limits on your
open revolving credit accounts (except for Home Equity Lines of
Credit). This will give you a total balance and a total credit limit.
Divide the total balances by the total credit limit and then multiply
that number by 100. This will give you your total revolving utilization percentage.
For example:

3

Total Balances

Total Limits

Total Revolving

Utilization

$12,00

÷ $25,000 =

0.48 x100

48%

Visa® is a registered trademark of Visa, MasterCard® is a registered trademark of MasterCard Worldwide, Discover® Card is a registered trademark
of Discover Financial Services, Inc., and American Express® is a trademark and service mark of American Express Company, its subsidiaries
and affiliates.
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Remember, the lower your utilization percentage, the more
points you’ll earn and the higher your credit score will be. To earn
the most possible points in this category, you should try to keep
your revolving utilization at 10% or less. If you can’t reach 10%, just
remember that the lower the percentage, the better. While 50% is
better than 60%, 40% is better than 50%, and so on.
How you pay your bills and your revolving utilization are by
far the most important factors used to determine your credit score.
They account for two-thirds of the points in your score. That’s a
hefty chunk! Needless to say, if you don’t do well in both of these
categories, your score isn’t going to be very good regardless of how
you do in the remaining areas.
While the remaining categories are worth fewer points, they
are still very important if you want to earn the highest possible
score, certainly a requirement in today’s difficult credit environment.
To give my final thoughts on revolving debt ratio, I wanted
to pose a question I frequently hear, “Is there such a thing as too
much credit?” ANSWER: No! If you have a lot of unused credit,
lenders may be shy in giving you more, but it does not hurt your
credit score. That is a myth. In fact, you will have a much lower
debt ratio for the debt you carry, and any big purchases you make
will not destroy your score by dramatically increasing your debt
ratio.
Tips for this category:
◊ Credit Cards:
• Pay your cards down as much as you can. The closer to zero
you are, the better when it comes to revolving credit utilization.
• Use each credit card at least every three months to lessen
the likelihood that the bank will close your card due to
non- activity. Banks tend to close accounts that are not generating revenue for them, which is why you need to use it
or lose it.

• Do not close credit cards because doing so instantly increases your revolving debt ratio.
• If you pay off your credit card each month, do so before
the closing date so that the credit report will reflect a balance
of zero all month rather than the balance the card had at the
closing date.
I once did an interesting experiment with a friend who had
$100,000 in credit card debt. I called his credit card companies
with Power of Attorney from him, and I asked each bank he had
a card with to tell me when the card’s statement closing date was.
Without paying down the balances even a penny overall, I simply
moved money around by doing balance transfers with the balance
transfer checks from each bank, strategically timing the payments
on each card to assure that the balance on each card was paid off in
full before the statement closing date. So, I used a balance transfer
check from Chase® to pay Citibank®,4 for example, on the 16th
of the month, while turning around and using a Citibank® balance transfer check to pay off Discover®, which had a statement
closing date on the 20th, and so on. Within two weeks, I had my
friend’s credit report showing that he had zero credit card debt
even though he still owed $100,000! I could have kept it going but
stopped, and it took more than three weeks for his credit report
to once again show that he owed the $100,000. My friend’s credit
score went up over 100 points while I had his balances showing as
zero on the report. Knowing how creditors report is crucial when
managing your credit score.
• If you don’t have any credit, get added as an authorized
user (AU). Even though FICO® made adjustments in their
latest software “FICO® 08” to bypass what they consider nonlegitimate authorized user accounts, many lenders do not
adopt the newest versions of the scoring model until years
after its release. Given that no lenders used FICO® 08 until
2009, there are still quite a few years left that this benefit
4

Chase® is a registered trademark of JPMorgan Chase & Co.
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could help.
Keep in mind, though, that lenders too have caught on to
this loophole and some will not approve a loan if the credit
report contains accounts where the person is an authorized
user. For that reason, I suggest only getting added as an
authorized user if you are just starting to build credit or if you
currently can’t get approved and have nothing to lose by getting added as an authorized user. But remember, only get
added to low-balance/high-limit credit cards with a person
who pays it on time because if the primary cardholder is
maxed, you’re maxed; if they pay late, you paid late as far as
the score is concerned.
◊ Credit Limit:
• Ask for credit limit increases every six months to assure you
have the highest limit available in order to avoid having a
high debt ratio every time you make a purchase. Say, for
example, you buy a couch for $1,000 and only have one
credit card with a $2,000 limit. Assuming you were at a zero
balance before the purchase, you are now at 50% of your total
revolving debt utilization. If, however, you had asked for
several credit limit increases in the two years prior to the
purchase and had a $10,000 credit limit, that $1,000 couch
would leave you at only 10% utilization.
• Make sure the limit is reported. If a credit limit is not reported, the credit scoring software will look at the high
credit on the account and assume that the high credit owed
in the highest prior month is the credit limit and will score
the account accordingly. The problem is that if you have a
$10,000 credit limit and it is not reporting, and the most you
ever spent on that credit card was $1,500, the credit scoring software will treat it as though you have a $1,500 limit.
In the previous couch example, you would be at 66% utilization if the limit was not reported and the highest amount
you ever owed—“the high credit”—was $1,500.
Another trick to help you in this area if you are having a
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credit card and then pay it off when the bill comes. This
will effectively make your high credit the same amount as
your actual credit limit. American Express® cards that are not
revolving cards are treated similarly to revolving credit cards
with no limit reporting. Since some American Express® cards
are not revolving and do not have a preset spending limit, the
credit limit is left blank but the high credit is still reported,
which is the number the credit score uses to score the account. These type of non-revolving American Express® accounts are treated the same as regular revolving accounts
as far as how the score weights the accounts, the only difference being that the high credit will always be treated as the
limit, where a revolving credit account only uses the high
credit number when the limit is missing. If both the credit
limit and the high credit are missing on the credit report, the
credit score will ignore the account altogether except for the
payment history.
◊ Spouse:
• Keep your credit separate from your spouse’s. The worst
thing you can do is get joint credit cards with someone. Joint
credit cards, unlike authorized user cards, means that both
people are on the hook for the debt and also the payment
history. It is also very difficult, if not impossible, to remove
someone from a joint credit card account unless the account
is paid to zero first. The bank has no incentive to let one person off the hook when they are owed money and won’t do
so unless the card is paid to zero. Even then, the bank will
usually make you close the account and have both cardholders reapply for a new one if they want to separate the account. That means that both parties potentially lose an aged,
seasoned account. You are better off starting without a joint
account holder than to suffer down the road if you decide
you want to become untied from that person.
Another reason to not get a joint account on a credit card
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is because the banks will usually not approve the card unless
they feel comfortable with both parties; adding another ap
plicant will usually not increase the chances of approval.
• Transfer debt from one spouse to another. Whenever your
credit cards are separate from your spouse’s, you can use each
other’s credit status to help each other when applying for
loans as individuals. The reason this works and also another
argument for why having joint credit cards is a bad idea
is that one spouse can max out their credit cards to pay off
the other spouse’s credit cards and leave the other spouse
with a much higher credit score as a result of their reduced
debt utilization. Now, of course, the spouse maxing out their
credit is going to see their score tank, but if the spouse with
the now good credit score is applying for the loan on their
own, who cares? This technique was great for getting scoredriven mortgages that did not require income verification. Of
course, those days are gone but there are numerous other
instances where this comes in handy, like buying a car.
• Apply for business credit cards! The credit score only scores
what it sees on the credit report. Given that most business
credit cards don’t report to the credit bureaus unless you
default, even when you sign as a guarantor, having a few
business credit cards is mandatory in protecting your credit
profile. If you need to max out your business credit cards,
unlike personal cards it won’t hurt your credit score unless it
is reporting on your personal credit report.
Most people don’t realize that as long as you have a business of any kind, getting a business credit card is the same
challenge as getting a personal one, which means there is no
reason to not apply for a few. You will have to sign as a
personal guarantor for the card unless you have a big corporation with established credit—but who cares, you’re not
planning on defaulting, you just want the benefit of the card
not hurting your credit score in the event you need to spend
significant amounts on the card. But remember, if you
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sonal credit report, and the credit score does not treat a
reported business credit card any differently than a personal
one. They both get scored as revolving credit cards when
they show on the report. Make sure to ask the credit card
company you are planning on applying to if they report the
business credit card to your personal credit report. Most
won’t, but some do, so be sure to inquire before you apply.
3. Average Age of Credit File: 15% of Score
Don’t confuse this with your age! It’s the age of your credit file.
The score is looking to see if you have a lengthy history of managing your credit obligations. FICO® found that if someone has a
long credit history, on average they don’t tend to pay 90 days late or
more as much as those with a short credit history.
The average age of your credit history is determined by a few
factors related to age, namely 1) the “date opened” on the oldest account listed on your credit report, 2) the average age of all of your
credit accounts in addition to when your most recent account was
opened. Together these factors make up 15% of the entire credit
score. The older your credit history is on average, the more points
you will earn in this category. Therefore, you want your file to be as
old as possible.
There’s really not much you can do in this category except wait
it out. As your accounts get older, you will gradually earn more
points. This means that you should never try to get older, good accounts removed from your credit reports. You want the history!
The one way around this traditionally has been to get added
as an authorized user (AU) on another person’s old, good account.
But, as we’ve discussed, lenders are on to this piggybacking and
often won’t allow reports that show an authorized user account.
And, as mentioned several times, the newest version of the FICO®
scoring model, FICO® 08, is reportedly not scoring accounts where
this type of piggybacking is going on. Other versions of the software will, though, so it may be worth a try until all the banks are
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systematically using FICO® 08.
Tips for this category:
• The longer your credit history, the better.
• Hold on to old credit cards.
• Don’t close the credit cards you have.
• At least every few months, use the credit cards you have.
This will deter the banks from closing the accounts for inactivity to cut their risk of default or to sever ties with nonincome producing cardholders, which over time would lead
to a younger credit file once the closed account drops off
your report. (Closed positive accounts usually fall off the
report after 10 years. Open positive accounts stay forever.)
4. Mix of Credit: 10% of Credit Score
What kind of credit accounts do you have? Does your credit
report show a nice variety of different types of accounts—revolving
loans and installment loans? Examples of installment credit accounts are auto loans, personal loans, mortgages, and student
loans. Examples of revolving credit accounts are credit cards, home
equity lines of credit (HELOCs), and retail cards. Examples of
“open” credit accounts are utilities, some American Express® cards,
and cell phones.
If your credit report is dominated by one type of account (or
lack of others), this could negatively affect the number of points
you earn in this category, the reason being that FICO® likes to see
that you have a few different types of accounts. I recommend one
mortgage, one auto loan, and three to five revolving credit cards as
a near-perfect blend.
But because this category is only a very small percentage of
your score, don’t worry if you don’t have this exact mix. If you have
more than five credit cards, it doesn’t mean that you should close
some of your accounts, as having “too many” credit cards will not
hurt you that much (maybe 10 points), while the effect of closing
several cards could destroy your score due to debt ratio impact

and, over time, a younger credit file. Any credit card debt you have
will be small compared to the total limit you have, so it will benefit your score in that way; you’ll benefit more than you’ll be hurt
by keeping credit card accounts open. If you close accounts, you
may end up hurting your score if your utilization is then too high.
Therefore, even if you have “Too many accounts” as one of the notations on the credit report reasons, don’t do anything—certainly
do not close an account, but don’t open any more accounts either if
you already have 10 or more credit cards.
If you don’t have a mortgage and get one tomorrow, your score
may increase 10 points once the account is updated as “paid as
agreed” on the credit report because you will be improving upon
the “healthy mix” category. A second mortgage won’t change the
score much, but a third mortgage will hurt the score in this area
since you are starting to divert from the healthy mix by having too
much of one type of credit account.
Tips for this category:
• A mixture is best.
• One mortgage account is ideal.
• One auto loan is ideal.
• Three to five revolving credit cards is optimal, but having
more than five has other greater benefits that make it worth
losing a few points in this category.
When you apply for credit, you are giving the lender permission to pull your credit report and credit score. Each time this happens, your credit report will reflect what’s called an “inquiry.” To
perform well in the inquiries category, you should really only apply
for credit when you need it.
There are two types of inquiries—hard and soft. A “hard”
inquiry occurs when you are trying to get more credit than you
currently have, and this type has a negative impact on your credit
score. A “soft” inquiry occurs when you ask for a copy of your own
credit report or when a creditor or other party looks at your credit
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for a reason other than to grant credit, such as a creditor account
review, new lender promotion, insurance or utilities other than a
cell phone provider, or employment-related inquiries.
Mortgage- and Auto-Related Inquiries Are Treated Differently
If you are shopping for a mortgage or a car loan, it is expected
that you may apply at more than one lender in order to find the
best deal. Therefore, though it used to be that you could accumulate unlimited inquiries over 14 days in each of these two categories
of loans (auto and mortgage are treated as two separate categories),
it’s now 45 days per category.
What this means is that during this 45-day window, which
starts for each category once the first inquiry is pulled in that
category, all auto and mortgage inquiries that are made with that
45-day window will be treated as one inquiry within each loan
category. The 45-day clock starts to tick with the first inquiry made
in each loan category beginning 12 months prior to the date the
report and score were pulled. In order to effectively and accurately
know how many inquiries you are truly being scored on, you
would need to jump forward after the first 45-day window expires
to the date where you see the next auto or mortgage inquiry and
then start a new 45-day window and group those together until
you reach the current date.
Keep in mind that credit card inquiries or non-auto/mortgage
installment inquiries are scored for every individual inquiry and
never grouped as one inquiry like the auto and mortgage related
ones. That means that if you apply for 10 credit cards in one day,
you will be scored as though you had 10 inquiries and you will see
a dramatic score drop compared to 10 mortgage inquiries made
on the same day. In addition to being grouped together, auto and
mortgage related inquiries will not hit and be scored until 30 days
after the first auto or mortgage inquiry was made within that particular 45-day time frame.
Inquiries can cost anywhere from 0 on the low end to 50
points on the high end per single inquiry, but most inquiries will
hurt the score an average of 5 points per inquiry. Thus, in this

example, unlimited auto and mortgage inquiries made within each
45-day window are scored as one inquiry in each category and
would cost 5 points for each category (assuming that 5 points is
what an inquiry will hurt a particular borrower).
Although FICO® won’t state the exact number, after you accumulate a certain number of inquiries within 12 months, you will
not be penalized for additional inquiries. My understanding from
FICO® insiders is that additional inquiries above 10 in 12 months
will not hurt the score any more. If only the first 10 inquiries will
hurt you, assuming this number is accurate, then you can have a
million inquiries in a 12-month period and it won’t hurt you any
more than having 10 will.
Another thing to be aware of is that even though some trimerge credit reports only show 90 days’ worth of inquiries, they do
still include the additional nine months’ worth of inquiries in the
score. A tri-merge credit report contains all three bureaus within
one condensed credit report. It is the format primarily used by
mortgage lenders. The score is actually calculated at the credit bureau before the data is passed on to the tri-merge company. In fact,
a lot of things don’t show up on the credit report you get, but it
doesn’t mean the information was not ever there; it just means that
the company compiling your credit report didn’t print out all of the
information sent to it from the bureaus. Nevertheless, your score
will still reflect the information you don’t see because the score
is generated from the complete data in the bureau’s records, not
whatever incomplete information you see on the printed report.
This does not mean that every credit report you see is incomplete,
it just means that there is a chance that your score is possibly based
on data you are not aware of. Some credit reports have complete
information and some don’t, but the score is always generated from
the complete data stored in the bureau’s database.
Tips for this category:
• Inquiries affect the score for one year.
• Inquiries can cost anywhere from 0 to 50 points per in
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quiry, although 5 points per inquiry is the average I’ve seen.
• It’s possible that the credit score is only reduced for ap
proximately the first 10 inquiries—but this number is not
100% certain, so assume every inquiry counts.
• Auto and mortgage inquiries:
- have a 30-day buffer period before the score is affected.
- all made within a 45-day period are treated, for scoring
purposes, as one inquiry per loan category (auto vs. mortgage)
• Many inquiries don’t count, such as:
- personal
- promotional and job related
- insurance, utilities, housing
- account reviews
Summing It Up
That pretty much covers the factors used in determining your
credit score. Let’s do a quick recap:
1. How you pay your bills: on time is good, late is bad
2. How much you owe your creditors in relation to your
limits, primarily on your revolving credit cards: keep your credit
card debt low (less than 10% utilization is optimal)
3. How long you’ve had credit: the longer the better
4. Account mix: diversity is good
5. How often you apply for credit: apply only when you really need it
Adhering to these five key principles will get you well on your
way to healthy credit and a stellar credit score.

Next Steps: What You Can
Do to Improve a Poor Score
Now that you understand a bit about what goes into a credit
report and credit score, and see what ills yours is suffering from,
you’re ready to take the next step in doing something about it.
Over the next two chapters, we’re going to be addressing how
to reduce the negatives that are being reported against you and
harming your score, and increase those things that reflect positively on your report and improve your score.
If you follow the advice I’m going to give you, your score will
have no choice but to improve. Remember, poor credit scores are
only indicative of the information being reported in your credit
reports. If you can remove inaccurate items, manage your credit,
and change your negative credit patterns, you will positively impact
your score.
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CHAPTER 4

“Repairing” Your Damaged Credit
Credit repair isn’t rocket science. If your score is low, it’s usually because your credit report contains too many negatives bringing the score down and not enough positives to bring the score up.
Other symptoms may be high revolving debt or not much credit
on your report, period. Although there are subtleties to knowing
precisely what to attack with the resources you’ve got, and when,
the general credit repair strategy comes down to three main steps:
1. Remove or change items that are lowering your score.
2. Pay down revolving debt to lower your utilization.
3. Add items that will increase your score.
We’ll address the first of these strategies in detail in this chapter. The next two strategies will be covered in Chapter 5.

The Art of the Dispute
In Chapter 2 we learned about the many ways inaccurate
information can get on your credit report. Effective credit repair
requires that you dispute negative items on your credit report that
you have deemed to be inaccurate. And as we discussed in Chapter 2, the process for disputing inaccurate or incomplete items on
your credit report starts with sending dispute letters to the credit
bureaus telling them that an item is inaccurate, giving a dispute
reason (in what way it is inaccurate), and asking the CRAs to therefore delete the item from your credit report or correct it to reflect
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accurate reporting.
Per the FCRA, the credit bureau is required to perform an
investigation on your behalf to ensure that your credit report does
not contain inaccurate information. To do this, they contact the
creditor and ask them to verify the accuracy of the information
on your report. But, as we also learned in Chapter 2, the CRAs’
investigation amounts to a tortured reading of the FCRA on a
good day and crimes against humanity on a bad day. They merely
process the disputes without an investigation, entering them into
their computer using dispute codes that rarely communicate the
entirety of your dispute points and then send them on to the different creditors, who also will rarely do a thorough investigation into
the incomplete gripe they received from the credit bureaus on your
behalf.
The only way to counteract the bureau not truly communicating your dispute is to send the dispute directly to the creditor
yourself. Even then, the creditor will usually not do anything other
than read their computer screen to determine if an error was made.
Given the daunting amount of work that goes into contacting each
individual creditor, I suggest disputing only with the bureaus with
the hope that the creditor will not answer in the required 30-day
time frame, in which case the item must be deleted or changed according to the claims you made in your letter to the bureaus asking
them to dispute it initially. Then at least you don’t have to worry
about their lack of attention to your request because you’ll get the
result you asked for even if they blatantly overlook certain details
you bring to their attention. Remember, with credit repair, it’s the
result you care about, not the road it took to get there.
Types of Derogatories Hurting Your Score
The following chart lists the different types of derogatory items
that may be hurting your score. In this chapter, we will discuss each
of these and how to best approach getting them removed from the
credit report. But first, let’s look at how long each derogatory naturally stays on the credit report.

Delinquency

Time on Credit Report

Late Payments

7 years from the time the late payment occurred

Charge-offs

7.5 years from first late payment that led to the charge-off
(though in the real world it comes off only 7 years, not 7.5
as the law allows)

Collection
Accounts

7 years from the date of first delinquency with the original
creditor the collector is collecting for. (Please note that selling a collection to a new collector does not allow the new
collector to report for an additional 7 years. They must still
remove the account from the report after 7 years. While this
is the law, the fact remains that re-aging is a violation done
by collectors on a daily basis.)

Repossessions

7 years from the time the car was repossessed. Keep in
mind that a deficiency balance may be owed once the bank
sells the car at auction, which explains why many repossession accounts show a balance owing.

Foreclosures

7 years from the time the foreclosure was initiated

Bankruptcies:
Chapter 7 & 11

10 years from the filing date

Chapter 13

10 years from the filing date, although some bureaus
remove it after 7 as an internal policy. The law allows them
to keep it there for 10 years, if they so choose.

Tax Liens

7 years from date satisfied; up to 15 years if unpaid seems
to be when they fall off the report, even though the FCRA
allows the CRAs to report them indefinitely if they remain
unpaid. *As of April 18, 2018, Tax Liens are no longer
reported on your credit report

Judgments

Depends on state: 7 years or the statute of limitations
(SOL) for that state, although the CRAs remove them after
7 years from the date the judgment was entered. *As of
July 2017, Judgments are no longer reported on the credit
report.

Inquiries

2 years from the date of the inquiry, even though the
FICO® score will not score inquiries older than 12 months.

*New York State Residents Only (must be current resident)
• Satisfied judgments cannot remain on your credit file longer than 5 years
from the date paid
• Paid collections remain on your credit file no longer than 5 years from the
date paid.
*California State Residents Only (must be current resident)
• Paid or released tax liens remain on your credit file for 7 years from the
date released or 10 years from the date filed.
• Unpaid or unreleased tax liens remain on your credit file for 10 years from
the file date.
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What to Target on a Credit Report
Successfully disputing derogatories has its ins and outs, which
can only be learned from experience. I have personally spent years
and hundreds upon thousands of dollars trying different approaches in learning what works and what doesn’t. Because each
person’s credit history is unique with its own set of details, a great
deal of strategy is needed about exactly what to dispute and when
to dispute it in order to maximize a score. Factors include the age
of delinquency, the number of delinquencies, how many points you
need to increase your score to get approved for a loan, and much
more. Following are some general tips based on my discoveries and
success with thousands of clients over the years.
• Look at the scores first. What is the middle score and what
do you need that middle score to be in order to get approved
for a loan? (This is assuming you are currently trying to get a
loan. If you are just trying to get your score as high as possible, this is not something you need to analyze too much.)
• Look at the reason codes to see what the biggest problems
are. (Why did this person score less than the maximum pos
sible score of 850? That’s what the reason codes are meant to
tell you). The biggest reason you scored less than 850 is listed
on top under each score, with the second highest reason
below that, the third below that, and so on.
• Payment history makes up 35% of the score, so the more
delinquencies that are removed, the better the score will be.
Keep in mind, too, that the older the delinquency, the less it
affects your score. I’ve seen people with a 4-year-old bankruptcy who had a 720 credit score. They had tons of good
credit to drown out the bankruptcy, but the main reason for
the 720 score was that the BK was old and the positive credit
was abundant. Sometimes, disputing an inaccurate older ac
count can lead to the creditor updating it with more recent
inaccurate information that hurts the score even more. This
is something you need to be prepared for, because it occurs
too much of the time.

Items That Don’t Hurt Your Score
Some questionable-looking items appearing on your credit report do not actually hurt your score. Therefore, even if these items
are incorrect or inaccurate, you should not waste your time or
effort disputing them. For example, “Card lost” does not hurt the
credit score. It may indicate that you are more of a fraud risk and
penalize you that way, but it doesn’t hurt the score. Other harmless
items include:
• Social Security number security checks
• I-U: this code means unknown status. If this account is negative, it may not be worth opening a can of worms that will end up
hurting your score instead of helping it. You don’t want to turn a
neutral into a negative.
• “Unknown Account”: Sometimes you will see an account
listed on your credit report that has an account number but the
creditor name says “unknown.” Even though it says “unknown,”
the CRA will know which creditor the account is reported by since
they decide who reports to them and whose data they will accept.
Therefore, this is not something that can be used to your advantage
in at attempt to get the account deleted.
Credit Repair Success with Removing Negative Items
So, what’s the likelihood of getting something removed? The
truth is: it varies. With credit repair, there are no guarantees. I go
by the law of averages. Even if an item (for example, a particular
retail store account) gets removed four times in a row for four
different clients of mine, on the fifth time it may not work. The
success of credit repair is largely dependent on how the other side
handles your dispute.
We’re relying on the credit bureaus, the creditors, and the
collection agencies to either do or not do their job, and we never
know just how well they will show up and investigate and/or fight
the dispute. We count on them not being organized enough to
respond in the 30-day time limit or with enough information to
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contradict our dispute. We’re hoping they won’t respond, or that
something will get screwed up in the paperwork on their end. But
sometimes, when something should be a slam dunk, it hits a quagmire that can’t be explained.
To your—the consumer’s—benefit, creditors may not have
access to their complete set of records, they may have purged their
records to make space for new business, so they may give you
the benefit of the doubt and delete the item or not respond to the
credit bureaus at all, which accomplishes the same. That’s what
we’re hoping for, the easiest way to get you from point A to point
B. We already know that they are not going to competently handle
the request to remove or change the information that you are telling them is inaccurate, so whether it gets removed by a thorough
investigation or through the ball being dropped on their end, who
cares!
That’s why you have to be clever with your dispute to make
sure that if they aren’t going to do their job, you will at least have
more than one chance to start their dispute process machine with
the hope that it will break down in your favor. If you have a negative account on your credit report that is inaccurate for any reason,
you’ll want to dispute it.
Guidelines for a Successful Dispute
A seasoned credit repair organization will have learned over
the years what dispute reasons have been most effective at getting
an item removed. They will use the best argument they know to be
effective at getting the CRAs’ attention so that the CRAs are forced
to do their job in verifying the accuracy of the item, or delete it.
Following are some guidelines I use for getting the best results with
a dispute.
• As mentioned, send your letter directly to the CRAs only,
rather than also to the individual creditors. Sending to creditors is
much more work and will not dramatically increase results; in fact,
in some circumstances this may decrease your success by preventing the bureau from making a mistake in your favor that they

would have made had you disputed with the bureaus only.
• Assuming you are going to dispute with the bureaus only,
you want to supply along with your first dispute letter a photocopy
of your Social Security card (to prove your Social Security number)
and a copy of your driver’s license (to prove your mailing address);
otherwise, the CRAs may kick your dispute back to you and ask
you to prove your identity. This is only needed if your current address is not on the credit reports you are looking at when writing
your dispute letters. Other forms of acceptable proof for your Social Security number include a pay-stub with your Social Security
number on it, the front page of your 1040, or a 1099. Valid forms of
proving your address other than a driver’s license are a utility bill,
a bank statement, a lease agreement, or if all else fails and you have
none of those with your current address listed, a notarized affidavit
claiming your address is your address! Note that you are supposed
to prove your current mailing address, not your residence (unless
of course that is your mailing address too). Having a P.O. Box as a
mailing address is perfectly acceptable and the credit bureaus will
mail your reports there provided you send them the proof required
to verify that it is you with that mailing address.
• If the CRA does not agree to remove the inaccurate item after
the first letter, you need to send another letter with stronger language and more detailed explanations of why they need to delete.
In other words, the dispute escalates. This progression is important.
You don’t want to give your best reason away at first, because then
you would have nowhere to go from there. So, the second letter needs to increase in tone and verbiage. This is crucial because
sending several letters that merely say the same thing will only
allow the CRA or lender to say “previously verified” and dismiss
your dispute. Nor do you want to contradict yourself, as this might
lead them to question the credibility of your dispute and deem the
claim “frivolous.” The FCRA allows credit bureaus to disregard
disputes they believe to be “frivolous.” You will want to send up to
three or four dispute letters before giving up.
• Despite popular belief, having a legally worded dispute
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letter—meaning one that sounds “official” or like a lawyer drafted
it—is not always the best approach when dealing with the credit
bureaus. I’ve found that, above all else, keeping it simple works
best. The language in the letter should be such that anyone can
understand it, quickly and easily.
• Starting out, you’ll want to say as little as possible to try to get
something removed. If their response is that they have “verified”
the account or item, then you need to increase the language in the
next letter, but still leave some ammunition in reserve for a third
and fourth letter. Different people at the CRAs and creditors take
in the dispute letters, and some will be more lenient than others.
• You’ll know if an item has been deleted when you get your
new credit reports from the CRAs. If the item has not been removed, send another letter that escalates in language/verbiage.
Again, after four letters, it’s probably time to give up.
Sample Flowchart and Dispute Letters
Following are a sample dispute letter flowchart for a “single”
30-day late payment and three sample letters showing how the
dispute language/verbiage should escalate. Keep in mind that
these are not “one size fits all” and there are hundreds of possible
approaches depending on the individual facts surrounding your
dispute. These samples represent only one plausible approach; each
dispute needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis because
every credit report is unique.
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First Letter
The dispute reason is:
I was not 30 days late on this account in October 2007
The reason you want to give a specific month here
is to allow yourself the opportunity to contact them again
if this letter is not successful and still have other scenarios you can ask them to address. If you say, “I was never
late on this account,” you are unnecessarily painting
yourself into a corner by eliminating the ability to change
your story without looking like you are saying something
completely different. You want to give the bureaus as
little information as possible in order to get them to open
the dispute. Save other small details for future letters so
you don’t contradict yourself by giving them too many
details on the first letter.

Second Letter
(if the first didn’t work)
The dispute reason is:
I was not 30 days late on this account during the
month listed; please specifically validate with the
creditor the accuracy of this information and update
my account accordingly
Here you are essentially saying the same thing you
said in the first letter, but you are casting a wider net
and changing the language slightly without contradicting
yourself.
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Third Letter
(if the second didn’t work)
The dispute reason is:
Customer service agreed to give me a courtesy adjustment under the circumstances, please verify this
with them and remove the 30-day late payment on my
report.
The first two letters pretty much exhausted the “this
information is incorrect” approach, so here the language
switches focus from the accuracy to the agreement
made by customer service.

Fourth Letter
(if the third didn’t work)
The dispute reason is:
Why is there still a 30-day late payment showing on
my report? Remove this immediately or I’ll hire an attorney to deal with this.
This is your “Hail Mary” attempt, which they may
or may not blow off, but it is worth the try. If this doesn’t
work, I suggest either giving up until the item comes off
on its own or investing time calling the actual creditor if
your story (as to what happened with the account that
led to the 30-day late payment being reported) is half
decent and you feel you can get the right support representative for the creditor to change the reporting.
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Now that you understand why it is important to give as little
information as possible in order to increase the chances that future
disputes will not be rejected as easily by the bureaus, let’s take a
look at how the sample letter to the bureaus would look using the
example flowchart above.
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Sample First Letter

To: All Three Credit Bureaus
From:

John Doe
123 Main St.
Somewhere, CA 90001
SS# 123-45-6789

January 1, 2018
To whom it may concern:
In reference to XYZ Creditor with Account #
4271221122334433 showing on my credit report,
please note that I was not 30 days late on this
account in October 2007. Please remove that
information and send me an updated credit report.
I am including a copy of my pay-stub and a utility
bill with my name on it to prove both my Social
Security number and my mailing address.
Sincerely,
John Doe
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Sample Second Letter (if needed)

To: All Three Credit Bureaus
From:

John Doe
123 Main St.
Somewhere, CA 90001
SS# 123-45-6789

February 12, 2018
To whom it may concern:
In reference to XYZ Creditor with Account #
4271221122334433 showing on my credit report,
I was not 30 days late on this account during the
month listed; please specifically validate with the
creditor the accuracy of this information and
update my account accordingly and send me an
updated credit report once completed.
Sincerely,
John Doe
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Sample Third Letter (if needed)

To: All Three Credit Bureaus
From:

John Doe
123 Main St.
Somewhere, CA 90001
SS# 123-45-6789

March 23, 2018
To whom it may concern:
In reference to XYZ Creditor with Account #
4271221122334433 showing on my credit report, customer service agreed to give me a
courtesy adjustment under the circumstances.
Please verify this with them and remove the
30-day late payment on my report.
Sincerely,
John Doe
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Sample Fourth Letter (if needed)

To: All Three Credit Bureaus
From: John Doe
123 Main St.
Somewhere, CA 90001
SS# 123-45-6789
May 7, 2018
To whom it may concern:
In reference to XYZ Creditor with Account #
4271221122334433 showing on my credit
report, why is there still a 30-day late payment
showing on my report? Remove this immediately or I’ll hire an attorney to deal with this.
Sincerely,
John Doe
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Keep a record of your dispute letters. Create a file for each of
your individual credit reports (on each CRA), as well as for each
specific creditor you are disputing to directly if you decide to go
that route.
Getting a Response
The CRA will send your dispute to the creditor or collection
agency and wait for a response. Once again, to reiterate, if you use
the same exact wording in the dispute letters each time you send a
dispute, the CRAs will likely say that the disputed information was
“previously verified.” You want to send letters that are going to trigger a new investigation without looking contradictory or frivolous,
as demonstrated in the sample flowchart and letters above. Don’t
eat the whole pie in the first sitting if you want to have four days of
dessert! The CRAs will keep your disputes on record for at least six
months.
Even if a credit bureau does not respond to a dispute within 30
days (or 45 days if the dispute was initiated from a www.AnnualCreditReport.com credit report), they do not have to remove the
disputed item forever; they just need to remove it until the creditor
responds back to them. Once the creditor verifies the account, the
credit bureaus can reinsert the item on your credit report provided
they notify you within five days of doing so.
Some Credit Repair Myths about Disputes
Some books on credit repair will warn you not to dispute too
many items at the same time, as this may indicate to the CRAs that
your claims are frivolous. I disagree. You can dispute everything
at once; it won’t hurt you. If you want to dispute 10 items, you or
the credit repair clinic you hire can go after all 10 at once. In my
decade of being a credit repair expert, I have tried this both ways:
sending out 10 individual letters and sending out one letter with
10 items, and the only difference in the outcome was a lot more
paperwork when sending out individual letters for each dispute,
as every dispute created a new credit report being sent back to my
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clients. I also tried to dispute only one or two items each month,
which just took longer to get from point A to point B with the same
result at the end of the day.
The CRAs may not look favorably on this practice of submitting many items at once, but I have found that it does not harm
the chance of credit repair because the credit bureaus can’t assume
a dispute is frivolous just because there are a lot of items. Many
people do have numerous inaccurate items on their report, and
the bureaus have no way of knowing which are legit and which are
not—and if they label the wrong person’s letter as frivolous, they
run the risk of being sued. As noted, if a consumer goes through
the proper channels of the dispute process and gets no results at
having an inaccurate item corrected or removed, the consumer can
sue the CRA—the penalty to the CRA being $1,000 plus attorney’s
fees if they lose.
Another credit repair myth is that you have to send certified
letters to the CRAs. I have found that the credit bureaus are good
at receiving disputes, and certifying the delivery of the letters is
simply not necessary with them unless your main intent from the
start is to sue, in which case it is a good idea to build your case file
in regards to the evidence being stronger.
The creditors and collection agencies, on the other hand, are
bad at responding; dispute letters to them should always be certified if you plan on disputing directly with them in addition to the
bureaus.

Disputing with the Big Banks
Be aware that the big banks never agree to delete anything, no
matter how much you dispute it. When dealing with them directly,
if you don’t have a really good reason, don’t waste your time. They
operate like robots, where everything must follow their system. The
clerks processing disputes simply don’t have the authority or flexibility to handle any requests outside of their standard practices.
They love to hide behind the phrase “Sorry, but it is not a bank error.” But Mr. Big Bank Peon, I was run over by a bus as I was open-
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ing the blue mailbox to drop in my payment to you and went into a
six-month coma, and that’s why you didn’t get a payment. “Sorry, it
was not a bank error and we can’t help you.” UGH!!! It’s this reason
alone that you want to only go to the credit bureaus for items on
which your position is weak, because the bureaus have soft spots
that can be exploited to your benefit while the big banks are akin to
Fort Knox on these types of requests.

Types of Derogatories to Attempt to
Remove-Either by Dispute or by Settlement
When we talk about removing negative items from the credit
report, we’re primarily dealing with poor payment history in the
form of late payments, defaulting on loans in the form of chargeoffs, collections, judgments, repossessions, foreclosures, and
bankruptcies. Obviously, these different types of derogatories vary
in severity and therefore also vary in how challenging they are to
get removed.
Following is information of each type of negative item, along
with some tips to be aware of in dealing with them in the credit
repair process. Some items you will be successful in getting deleted
through the dispute letter process; others will be better resolved by
paying a settlement to have them deleted from the credit report or
to otherwise boost your score.
Late Payments
Before going through the dispute letter process outlined
earlier, contact all creditors that report late payments of 30 days
on your credit report and request a “good faith adjustment” that
removes the late payments reported on your account. Getting them
to agree to 60 days or more is almost impossible and not worth the
effort. If at first they refuse to remove the late payments, be persistent and remind them that you have been a good customer and
would deeply appreciate their help. Since most creditors receive
calls within a call center, if one representative refuses to make a
courtesy adjustment on your account, call back and try again with

someone else. Persistence and politeness pay off in this scenario. If
you are frustrated, rude, and unclear with your request, then you
are making it very difficult for them to want to help you.
Within the delinquent accounts on your credit report, there is
a column called “Past Due.” Credit scoring software penalizes you
for keeping accounts past due. Past Dues destroy a credit score. If
you see an amount in this column, pay the creditor the past due
amount reported to bring the account current. Definitely pay items
that are 150 days late to avoid charge-off status because once the
account goes to charge-off or collection status, the only way to
bring the account current is to pay it in full.
Student Loans
You always want to settle and pay government student loans,
no matter how old. The reasons it’s important are:
1. If the student loans are guaranteed by the government, you
can’t bankrupt them (unless extreme hardship is proven, which is
almost impossible—like being in a coma).
2. It will be at least 25 years, if not forever, of your not paying
before they write it off. They can take your income tax overpayments if you don’t pay, and there is nothing in the FCRA that
prohibits them from reporting for a longer period beyond 7 years
like most accounts. If possible, try to take advantage of any rehabilitation programs that the student loan lender has available. Ask
them if they have a rehabilitation program and if you qualify for
it. A rehabilitation program is a program for delinquent student
loan debtors, where the debtor has to make payments on time for
a year, and then they will remove the derogatory payment history
from the credit reports after the payments are made on-time for
12 months straight. If you pay off the loan earlier than 12 months,
they don’t delete it from the credit report, so make sure to only pay
the minimum payment they require so you do not pay off the loan
before the 12 months is up.
Student loans also seem to split and spread, separating into
different accounts on the credit report, which harms the score con-
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siderably. They jump around from collector to collector, or whoever is working on the account. These accounts are notorious for
duplicate reporting and should be reviewed carefully to assure they
are being reported correctly. But remember, just because you see
eight student loan accounts for $10,000 each, it does not automatically mean that the account is a duplicate. Many student loans are a
set amount given twice a year to the student for 4 years of college.
This would mean that it is possible to have eight different loans
with the same loan amount that are not duplication errors.
A Note about Duplicate or Split Accounts
Duplicate or “split” accounts—whether student loans or other
types of accounts—will sometimes have slightly different account
numbers with all of the information being the same except one
digit in the account number. This is usually the creditor playing
games on the credit report and it hurts your credit score because
the scoring software treats them as though they are separate delinquent accounts. Always dispute duplicates or split accounts as “Not
mine.” If that doesn’t work, dispute them as “duplicates.”
Sometimes you’ll see “Transferred” on an account on your
credit report. When positive, this often occurs when one creditor is
bought out by another. When negative, it often occurs when a debt
is sold to another collection agency. As I stated earlier, with the
exception of a judgment that resulted from the debt, there should
never be more than two listings for one account that has been sold:
the original account and the latest collection agency. If the middleman is on there, dispute it to have it removed. Otherwise, you are
being penalized too many times.
Judgments (no longer reported on the credit report as of July
2017 … Included for historical purposes and understanding)
Judgments are considered major derogatories by the credit
score and have the same effect on the credit score as any 90-day
or more late payment, any settlement, any collection, lien, or even
a bankruptcy! As I covered earlier, the reason everyone thinks a
bankruptcy is the worst is because a bankruptcy pollutes the credit

report by changing other accounts to “included in BK,” which is
also a major derogatory. Thus, when taken together as a whole, the
bankruptcy and all the accounts included in it will cause the biggest score decrease, but the bankruptcy by itself has the same score
deduction effect as a 90-day late payment—no more, no less.
Since all credit reports are different, you can’t assign a certain
point value to each derogatory, but assume that a major derogatory will hurt the score up to 200 points depending on how high
the score is and how much room the score has to drop in addition
to everything else that makes that credit report unique. The higher
the score, the more of an effect a major derogatory will have on
the score. That’s because, as you know, the purpose of the score
is to indicate the likelihood of a consumer going 90 days late on
a loan within the next 24 months. If they’ve had a good score but
suddenly suffer a major derogatory, it makes sense that their score
will fall dramatically, indicating a new risk. If someone with a 480
credit score files a bankruptcy, their score might only go down 20
points because they already have a very low score indicating their
likelihood to default. When a score is low, it just can’t be hurt all
that much more.
If you dispute the accuracy of a judgment and the public record reporting company either agrees with you or doesn’t respond
to the dispute letter, then the item gets deleted or changed to what
you claim is accurate. If the public record reporting company
replies to the bureaus that the item is accurate, it won’t get changed
at all.
The good news is that I have found that if judgments come off
the credit report through the dispute process, they don’t come back
on, even if they’re unpaid.
One last thing to keep in mind is that although judgments fall
off the credit report after 7 years, that doesn’t mean they can’t be
collected on even after that time. They can be collected on until
they are paid.
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Repossessions & Foreclosures
Repossessions and foreclosures affect the score the same as any
other major derogatory and can be removed by disputing their accuracy, similar to the process mentioned in judgments above.
Bankruptcies
Everyone knows that bankruptcies are bad for a credit score,
but the truth is that the BK itself has the same effect on the score as
any other major derogatory. The reason it’s more damaging overall
is because all of the accounts that were included in the bankruptcy
are individually more major derogatories. Thus a BK has the potential of seriously polluting a credit report if a number of accounts
were written off in the BK.
So, can credit repair help someone with a BK? While, bankruptcies themselves are very hard to get off all three CRAs, you
can still benefit from credit repair because it is possible to get the
accounts included in BK removed successfully. Since, as I’ve said,
these are each major derogatories, the score will increase as a result
of getting them removed. So the answer is YES, you can benefit
from credit repair if you have a BK, just don’t expect the BK itself
to come off because they rarely do. The accounts included in BK
are easier to get removed, though, and the benefit will come from
that.
Keep in mind that bankruptcies can stay on the credit report
for 10 years from the filing date and that this still holds true even
if the person initiates a bankruptcy but then fails to follow through
on it. Also keep in mind that a Chapter 7 BK wipes out the debt,
but Chapter 13 does not. With Chapter 13, it takes up to three
years to pay off the debt, so balances will show on a Chapter 13 until the repayment period is over and the final discharge is entered
by the judge. Therefore, if you’re lucky enough to get a Chapter 13
BK deleted from your credit report, there’s a good chance it will
show up again with different numbers as it gets updated and rereported during the repayment plan process.
Accounts included in a Chapter 7 BK should not show a bal-

ance. If they do, send a first dispute letter saying, “This account is
inaccurate.” If they won’t correct it, say, “This account is mine, but
it was included in BK and should have a zero balance.”
The main thing to keep in mind is that a BK is hard to get off.
With the items included in the BK, however, there’s a lot of room
for improving the credit score, in many cases up to 100 points, if
you’re lucky. There are usually a lot of inaccurate negative items—
balances owed, etc.—that can be deleted to improve the score.
Inquiries
Inquiries do not affect the credit score much at all, in most
cases an average of 5 points per inquiry although this number, as
noted previously, can be anywhere from 0 to 50 points depending
on the rest of the person’s credit report.
If you dispute an inquiry as being inaccurate because you
never agreed to have the lender pull your credit, the chances of
you getting it removed are hit or miss because the bureaus usually
blow off your dispute and reply that inquiries are a matter of record. Therefore, the best way I have found to dispute it is, “It is not
mine,” or, “I did not inquire with XX Lender on [date].” Only write
two letters then give up on it. Inquiries only make up 10% of the
credit score, and my experience has been that it is not worth the
time to dispute them. The thicker the credit file, the less inquiries
affect the score.
Charge-Offs & Collections
I’ve saved charge-offs and collections as the last types of derogatories to discuss, because they are much more involved than
the others to get removed. The first things you need to understand
on this topic are your rights when dealing with debt collectors and
what a statute of limitations (SOL) is.
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Your Rights in Dealing with
Debt Collectors
A debt collector is a person or firm hired to collect the money
you owe to an original creditor, whether that creditor be a bank,
a judgment creditor, or a dentist who says you didn’t pay for your
root canal. For years, debt collectors were notorious for their perfidious behavior in trying to get consumers to pay their debts. As
a response, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) was
added in 1978 as a statute of the Consumer Credit Protection Act
for the primary purpose of putting a stop to the underhanded and
abusive tactics practiced by many debt collectors against consumers.
The FDCPA specifically covers consumer debts that are being
collected by a third-party collector. Therefore, the original creditor does not have to abide by the FDCPA, nor does a third-party
collector that is collecting business-related debts. The FDCPA only
applies to collectors of personal, family, and household debts, including car loans, mortgages, charge accounts, and medical bills.
The FDCPA establishes guidelines for how debt collectors can
legally conduct themselves when trying to collect these debts, and
states the rights of consumers when dealing with debt collectors. It
also outlines penalties and remedies for debt collectors who violate
these guidelines.
As an example, within five days after a debt collector first contacts you, the collector must mail you a notice detailing the name
of the creditor, the amount you owe, and instructions on what to
do if you believe you do not owe the debt. This is known in industry terms as the “dunning letter.”
Also, under the FDCPA, a debt collector cannot:
• Contact you at unreasonable times, for example, before
8 a.m. or after 9 p.m., unless you agree
• Contact you at work if you tell the debt collector your em
ployer doesn’t allow it
• Contact you after you write a letter asking them to stop,
except to notify you that they or the creditor is planning to

sue you to collect on the debt or is calling to tell you they no 83
longer plan on pursuing the debt
• Contact the people in your life—your friends, relatives, employer, or others—except to get information about where you
live and work
• Harass you by threatening you harm, using profane language,
or calling you repeatedly
• Make claims that you will be arrested or make any other
untrue statements
• Threaten to garnish your wages or file a lawsuit against you
unless they or the creditor actually intends to do so and if
doing so would be legal because the statute of limitations
(SOL) has not yet run out.
The best thing to do when contacted by a collection agency is
to hang up and walk away without a conversation. If you need to
file a complaint against a debt collector, contact your state or local
consumer protection agency and the Federal Trade Commission.
Federal Trade Commission
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Consumer Response Center
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20580
Toll-Free: 1-877-FTC-HELP (382-4357)
TTY: 1-866-653-4261 (Toll-Free)
www.ftc.gov
What a Statute of Limitations (SOL) Is & How It Works
Creditors and debt collectors have a limited time window in
which to sue debtors for nonpayment of credit obligations once the
borrower defaults on that obligation. That limit is set by a statute
of limitations (SOL). The SOL period varies by state and also varies
depending on if the debt resulted from a written contract, an oral
contract, a promissory note, or an open account. To determine
which state governs your particular situation, you need to assess
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two things: 1) Which state did you live in when you entered into
the agreement with the creditor? and 2) Which state do you reside
in now?
This is important because the SOL periods can vary dramatically between states. Kentucky, for example, has a 15-year SOL on
written contracts while California’s SOL for written contracts is 4
years. So, if you lived in Kentucky when you got the credit card but
now live in California, the creditor will be allowed to choose which
state’s law governs as to the SOL. Which state do you think the
creditor will choose? Kentucky, of course! If, however, you lived in
California both when you entered into the contract with the creditor and remained there until now, you know that they only have 4
years to sue you from the time you breached the agreement, which
started to tick the first day you were late on the account and that
late payment also eventually led to a charge-off without your bringing the account current before it was charged off. In this example,
once the clock reaches 4 years, you are golden—they cannot successfully sue you because you have an SOL defense.
Here is an example of each type of contract:
Oral – A contract that was agreed to verbally with no written
agreement. This would be the case when you lend a friend $100
and he agrees to pay you back within 30 days.
Written – A contract between two or more parties where
the terms of what the parties are agreeing to are on paper and
signed by all of the parties involved. An example of this would be
a mortgage loan or a car loan. One could even make an argument
that a credit card Terms of Service Agreement that states that the
consumer agrees to the new updated terms for using the card every
time they sign for a new charge is a written agreement. (Although
the proper way to classify a credit card is as an open-ended account, it doesn’t prevent the bank from arguing that the account is
written if it serves their interest in court for having a longer SOL.
For this reason, you need to always defend yourself if being sued to
assure that your rights are protected. If you don’t assert your rights,
the other side will get away with painting the picture that serves

their purpose.)
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Promissory – A promise to pay a specified amount on demand or at a certain time. In credit situations, this usually comes
up in the form of a co-signer, where the co-signer agrees to pay the
defaulted balance on demand if the primary borrower defaults on
the terms.
Open-Ended Account – A loan with no fixed terms. A revolving credit card is called open-ended credit because the length of
the loan isn’t fixed—it’s ongoing. The two most important terms of
a revolving credit loan are the line of credit and the interest rate.
Once a person pays down the balance, they are allowed to re-borrow up to the limit placed on the account.
State

Oral

Written

Promissory

Open-Ended
Accounts

AL

6

6

6

3

AR

5

5

5

3

AK

6

6

3

3

AZ

3

6

6

3

CA

2

4

4

4

CO

6

6

6

3

CT

3

6

6

3

DE

3

3

3

4

DC

3

3

3

3

FL

4

5

5

4

GA

4

6

6

4

HI

6

6

6

6

IA

5

10

5

5

ID

4

5

5

4

IL

5

10

10

5

IN

6

10

10

6

KS

3

6

5

3

KY

5

15

15

5

LA

10

10

10

3

ME

6

6

6

6

MD

3

3

6

3

MA

6

6

6

6

MI

6

6

6

6
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State

Oral

Written

Promissory

Open-Ended
Accounts

MN

6

6

6

6

MS

3

3

3

3

MO

5

10

10

5

MT

3

8

8

5

NC

3

3

5

3

ND

6

6

6

6

NE

4

5

5

4

NH

3

3

6

3

NI

6

6

6

3

NM

4

6

6

4

NV

4

6

3

4

NY

6

6

6

6

OH

6

15

15

6

OK

3

5

5

3

OR

6

6

6

6

PA

4

4

4

4

RI

10

5

6

4

SC

3

3

3

3

SD

6

6

6

6

TN

6

6

6

3

TX

4

4

4

4

UT

4

6

6

4

VA

3

5

6

3

VT

6

6

5

3

WA

3

6

6

3

WI

6

6

10

6

WV

5

10

6

5

WY

8

10

10

8

Time-Barred Debt
Debts that remain unpaid beyond the SOL are often referred to
as “time-barred debts.” While debt collectors can still try to collect
time-barred debts, they are not allowed to use the courts to do so.
But, believe it or not, this doesn’t mean that they won’t sue you
and try to collect it through the courts; it just means that you will

win if you raise an SOL defense. You still need to defend yourself,
because if you don’t, you will lose. To win, you must show up in
court and raise your defense. So, whatever you do, don’t ignore
those court notices about your old debts! You don’t want to lose
a case that could have easily been thrown out of court if you only
showed up and defended yourself with an SOL defense.
When calculating the SOL, remember that most credit card
contracts are considered either written or open, even if applied for
by phone because the Terms of Service Agreement states that you
agree to the terms in writing every time you use your card and sign
the charge slip.
Also, be sure that you do not confuse the statute of limitations
on a debt with the length of time the debt can remain on your
credit report according to the FCRA. These are two separate issues.
For example, a charged-off credit card account in California may
have an SOL of 4 years, but will remain on the credit report for up
to 7.5 years. A bankruptcy can stay on a credit report for 10 years,
regardless of the statute of limitations.
Debt Validation
Third-party collection agencies have to jump through more
hoops than original creditors do when complying with the law; one
of those hoops is called “debt validation.” Burden of proof is higher
for a collection agency than the original creditor thanks to the Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA). Third-party collectors
must validate a debt when the consumer asks them to if the consumer requests that validation during the first 30 days from when
the initial dunning letter is sent to the consumer by the collector.
The dunning letter is the first letter the collection agency sends
the consumer—it states the amount that they owe and that the
debt is assumed to be valid unless the consumer disputes the debt
within 30 days. The consumer needs to dispute the debt in writing
at that time before the 30 days expires; otherwise, the collection
agency is not legally bound to validate that the debt is owed by
the consumer. After the 30 days has passed, the collection agency
only has to prove that they mailed the initial dunning letter. They
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don’t even have to prove that the debtor received it—only that it
was mailed. The good news is that most collection agencies do not
know that they are not required to validate the debt after the 30
days expires, and they will attempt to validate the letter anyway if
the debtor requests so.
A debt validation letter is a simple letter that asks the debt collector to provide validation of this debt by sending you sufficient
evidence (not a computer printout from their screen, but proof
that you owe the debt and are obligated to pay the debt). If you
send the collection agency a request to validate the debt and they
do not provide you with sufficient proof within those first 30 days,
then their reporting of that debt to the credit bureaus after the 30
days expires would be in violation of federal law. If, however, they
validate the debt at a later date, they can then legally report the account to the credit bureaus.
When an older collection account is sold around to different
collection agencies, it’s usually just the data that is sold, not the
original documentation on the account, so it’s much harder for the
collection agency to prove that the debt belongs to the consumer.
Often, therefore, the collection agency will be unable to properly
validate the debt as required by the FDCPA. The older it is, and
the more times it has been sold to other agencies, the more likely
they won’t have the documentation to prove it’s yours. In cases like
this, it should be easier to get the collection agency to delete their
derogatory account from your credit report.
If the collection agency just ignores your letter demanding
validation of your debt, you should send the next one as a certified
letter. If they still ignore you, document that you sent the letters
asking for validation of the item, say they were non-responsive,
and give all of that information to the credit bureaus and ask them
to remove the item if it has been reported on your credit report.
Note, however, that a collection agency is usually not able to get the
original creditor to delete their listing on the credit report, so don’t
expect that you will accomplish getting both the collection and the
original charge-off deleted. Chances are, it won’t happen.
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Unpaid collections are tricky and shouldn’t be disputed
through the credit bureaus like other derogatories can be. The
main reason you shouldn’t dispute unpaid collections (unless they
are both beyond the SOL and at least 4 years old) is because even
if you’re lucky enough to get an unpaid collection or charge-off
deleted, it will usually reappear.
The FCRA requires the credit bureau to inform the consumer
in writing if they re-insert a credit account that was removed previously due to the creditor not responding within 30 days from the
date of the dispute. Usually, if an item is going to reappear, it will
reappear within 60 days of its being removed, but if the debt is unpaid it will almost always reappear as long as it is within the 7-year
reporting period. This is because the creditor wants to be paid, and
reporting an unpaid debt to the bureaus will increase those chances
significantly. That’s why it is good to try to settle newer collections
when you can because once the collection is paid or settled, the
collector rarely re-reports the item. They use the credit reporting
system as leverage to get you to pay, so once it’s been paid, what
would be the point?

Charge-Offs’ and Collection Accounts’
Effect on the Credit Score
When older than 24 months, charge-offs and collections do
not affect your credit score nearly as much as they do when less
than 24 months. In fact, they’re probably only hurting you for
about 20 points each at the 2-year mark. Therefore, paying an
older charge-off or collection will not significantly help your score,
although you do get a slight boost when it is paid. Unless you are
getting the collector to agree to delete the item from your credit
report with payment or you are getting a great settlement deal for
50 cents on the dollar, don’t agree to pay it, and don’t agree to new
terms. Don’t make any new deal or arrangements with the creditor,
because (under the law) that would constitute activity and could
restart the statute of limitations (SOL) for being sued on the account. They wouldn’t be able to bring the date of first delinquency
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with the original creditor to the current date (which would illegally re-age the account and cause it to be reported for another 7
years) but they will be able to sue you for a longer period into the
future should they decide to do so. As we learned earlier, all states
have different statute of limitations terms when it comes to filing a
lawsuit.
Furthermore, while the date of last activity (DLA) does not affect the credit score, the date of first delinquency does. Remember,
the date of first delinquency is the date when the account holder
first went delinquent for the series of delinquencies that led to the
account being charged off. If, for example, the account holder paid
60 days late and then brought the account current and then afterwards went late again but this time the account was charged off, the
date of first delinquency being reported would be the second time
the person went late.
When full payment is made on a collection account, collection
agencies update credit bureaus to reflect the account status as “Paid
Collection.” When this happens, the date of last activity becomes
more recent. Sometimes errors occur in the updating process and
the date of first delinquency is changed along with the DLA. This is
an error that harms the score. Since recentness of a derogatory affects the score, and the credit scoring software uses the date of first
delinquency, a recent payment on a collection account damages
the credit score more severely if the collector inadvertently changes
the date of first delinquency along with the DLA. This frequently
occurring reality is certainly unfair, but it is something that must
be worked around when trying to maximize your score. The score
will not decrease if only the DLA is updated, but it is the sporadic
occurrence of the date of first delinquency being updated that will
reduce the score, so you need to be aware of this hazard.
Settling Collections – Best Practices
So, if you do decide to settle a collection, what is the best way
to pay it and maximize your score?
The best way to handle this credit scoring dilemma is to con-
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tact the collection agency and explain that you are willing to pay
off the collection account under the condition that all reporting is
withdrawn from credit bureaus. Request a letter from the collector
that explicitly states their agreement to delete the account upon
receipt/clearance of your payment. Although not all collection
agencies will delete reporting, it is worth the attempt because the
reward is great for the ones that do.
If they refuse to delete, it is usually because they say they are
forbidden from deleting accurate information by the contract they
have with the bureaus. The most effective response you can have
in this case is to say that they did not properly notify you about
the debt and that the initial reporting of the collection would not
have occurred had you had the chance to pay them during the first
30 days after they sent the initial dunning letter. This very reasonable excuse, coupled with the fact that you are offering them 100
cents on the dollar, should be enough to convince most collectors
that it is best that they accept your offer and delete. Keep in mind,
though, that you should always offer 100 cents on the dollar when
attempting to get a deletion. You are already making the collector
feel that they are outside their comfort zone by requesting a deletion, so you need to make it worth their while in return or you risk
them saying no.
Let’s assume that after all of your negotiating the collector still
says no to deleting with full payment. Then you want to switch
gears and tell them that you are only willing to pay a percentage of
the total amount due since they won’t delete. Try to get 50 cents on
the dollar, if you can.
As I’ve said, if you are not planning on settling your unpaid
collections and charge-offs, the last thing you want to do is dispute
them—especially if they are within the SOL for being sued! This is
because your dispute itself can trigger them to channel their energy
towards you, which may sometimes lead to the filing of a lawsuit
against you, which would never have been filed had you quietly sat
back an not rattled the tiger’s cage.
Sometimes it’s absolutely worthwhile to pay all or a portion
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of an outstanding debt if it will get a negative item removed from
your credit report.
Guidelines for Settling for Deletion
In this section, we’re going to address how to go about settling
an account that is negative for deletion from your credit report.
What It Is:
Either you’re 1) settling for deletion or 2) settling for the
cheapest amount possible. Only collection agencies will give you a
deletion in return for payment of the collection. The big banks and
credit card companies will not delete the charged-off account or
agree to remove past payments that were late in exchange for pay,
so don’t bother with that. With them, just get the lowest settlement
amount possible. And don’t let them intimidate you by saying that
if you don’t pay the account in full it will harm your credit score.
The charge-off has already damaged the score, and the difference to
your score between settling by paying in full or settling by paying
less than the amount owed is only a few points, if any at all. It’s just
not worth paying the higher amount. Therefore, never let the other
side talk you into paying more because it’s going to say “settled.”
Either it’s deleted or it’s not. If it’s not, save as much money as you
can.
When It Works:
For accounts up to 4 years old, if you have the money, settle for
deletion when you can. If you can’t get the deletion, settle for the
lowest amount possible.
If the account is more than 4 years old, but the SOL in your
state is longer than 4 years, you may want to settle to avoid a
lawsuit. However, even if the SOL has not run out, and the amount
you owe is less than $1,000, I have found that the chances of a
lawsuit are almost zero. In this case, I recommend not paying, as
the account so old it is not hurting the score that much. If you don’t
have the money, don’t worry about it.
For accounts that are 6 years old, I don’t care if you’re the
richest person in the world, don’t pay them! At the 6-year mark, it
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at all and the account will soon fall off the credit report.
Remember, it’s very difficult to get a settled account removed
after you’ve paid it, so you must negotiate it ahead of time. The goal
is always to try to settle for deletion first, and if that fails, settle for
for the least amount possible then try to get it removed by dispute.
If you don’t settle an account and try to dispute it when there is a
balance owing, even if you get it removed it will likely reappear.
That’s why it’s best in the long run to settle.
How to Do It:
As I’ve been saying, the best scenario for cleaning up your
collections accounts is to settle to delete. You will have to pay the
account in full to get the collection agency to delete. If you can, negotiate with the collection agency to agree to delete it when paid in
full. Sometimes they won’t put that in writing, but will still agree to
delete it. This is a little risky. I haven’t personally experienced it, but
I have heard of collection agencies not honoring their agreement
to delete. So always try to get the agreement to delete in writing.
If they won’t put it in writing because of an internal policy, that
doesn’t mean they won’t follow through with the deletion. Get the
person’s name and extension and get them to notate the account
while you’re on the phone with them.
Step 1: Call the collection agency to make sure the information
on the credit report is correct. Have your Social Security number
and all of your account information in front of you. Ask:
• What is the total amount due? (Usually it is different from the
credit report; sometimes it’s even already paid!)
• What is the principal amount owed? How much is interest
and fees? (Knowing this can be of benefit when negotiating how
much to pay in settling. “It’s not like people are losing money over
there…”)
• Who is the original creditor? (You want to know the chain of
the account. You want to find out if it has been sold a few times.
You also may want to call the original creditor and ask if you pay
it, will they pull it from the collector and then delete it. If their
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records of who the original creditor was are incorrect, you can take
advantage of that: if they don’t know, you can get it deleted from
the credit report because they don’t have a way to prove the debt
even belongs to you.)
• What is the date of last activity? (This is important because,
with written contracts, this date determines when the statute of
limitations is up. All states are different. The information they have
may be different from what’s on the credit report, so you need to
know what they have in their records, to know if the SOL is up.
This gives you bargaining power. If the SOL is up, they may have
no other leverage to collect.)
- Date of Last Payment is when the last payment was received.
- Date of Last Activity can mean date of last payment or the last
time you agreed to new terms.
• Was the account purchased by this particular collection
agency, or is this collection agency hired to collect by the original
creditor? (Was the account sold or assigned? If the latter, the collection agency has no power to make a decision on the account. If
the former, before reporting you to the credit bureaus, the collection agency that purchased your debt must send you the dunning
letter saying that you owe the debt and if you don’t contest that fact
within 30 days it will be considered an acknowledgement that you
owe the debt.)
What to Expect When You Dispute Information on Your Credit
Report by Phone
When you call the creditor to dispute an item, there are three
probable scenarios happening at the creditor’s end:
1) It doesn’t matter what reason you use. If you say the account
information is inaccurate, and the creditor doesn’t respond, the
CRA is going to delete it. You can make up any cockamamie story
you want, and if they don’t respond to the dispute, the account gets
deleted.
2) If the creditor does respond, they aren’t really going to
investigate it more than just looking at a screen and assuming the
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information there is correct.
3) If they do actually look into it for more than three seconds,
and your story is realistic and points to an error by them and you
being a victim, and they’re in a good mood that day, then they may
agree to delete it. So you always want your disputes to make sense.
Also, be aware that there is no law that says a creditor has to
report to the CRAs, only that if they report they have to report
accurately. If you go to a collection agency and try to settle for deletion, and the collection agency tells you that it’s illegal for them to
settle to delete, don’t believe it. It’s not illegal. It’s a breach of their
contract with the CRAs, but it’s not illegal. They have an agreement with the CRAs not to delete items from the credit report
in exchange for payment from the consumer. Tell them, “It’s not
illegal; it’s against your contract with the credit bureaus, which
has nothing to do with me.” Then you need to give them a reason
to think that what they are reporting is not accurate, and thus it’s
their responsibility to remove it; otherwise, it’s unfair to you and
against the FCRA. For example, “I wasn’t properly notified about
it. Though I’m willing to pay it 100 cents on the dollar, you’re not
deleting it because I’m paying it but because I wasn’t properly notified about it.”
Argue the point that if you had had an opportunity to pay this
debt in the first place, you would have paid it. The fact that you
didn’t receive their initial collection letter prevented you from
paying it before it got on your credit report and therefore it is an
error on their part and they should agree to delete after you pay
them. Trust me, they won’t argue too hard if they are getting 100%
of what is owed and you are also giving them a reason to help you
without their having to admit that they are violating their agreement with the bureaus. Sometimes they just won’t agree to delete
with payment, but if you can afford to pay the collection in full it is
certainly worth a try.
Negotiating collections is not that hard to do, but you have
to know what to say and how to educate the collector on how to
help themselves. It’s a cat and mouse game. When you know what
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to push and what not to push, you end up getting the most things
removed.
Here are some more guidelines: Don’t bully them. They’re just
an underling. They are used to people calling all day long attacking
them; if they do have the power to help you, they won’t want to if
you verbally abuse them. It’s important not to be accusatory, and to
develop a rapport. I have seen representatives pull an account out
of internal charge-off because they wanted to help a client who was
being humble, cordial, and sincere in asking for their help. Better to act dumbfounded at how you didn’t receive the bill, or some
other reason you’re not at fault, than angry at them.
Always look for a flaw in their argument. Say, “I didn’t screw
up,” but still trying not to blame them. Instead, try to blame a third
party: the mail, that it fell off the conveyer belt at their offices, and
so on.
Since, as I’ve said, collection agencies have an agreement with
CRAs that they cannot delete accurate accounts even if you agree
to pay them, you need to give them a reason to delete. And they
need the leverage of you not agreeing to pay if they won’t delete.
That’s why you’ll never get the big banks to delete. They have to
follow procedures. Some collection agencies who own the debt will
have signed an agreement with the creditor that they will not delete
the item from the credit report.
If you want a good deal, you can’t settle with the credit card
companies until you’re really late and your credit is already trashed.
The 4-month mark is a good time to call to settle because that is
when the creditor is starting to get nervous. My philosophy is to
try to pay only 50 cents on the dollar. You may be able to get better,
but doing so is a little risky because they might take offense and
refuse even 50/100.
Whenever you do call the big banks, if you are calling to settle
the account after the SOL has run out, you should only be paying
30 cents on the dollar since they can’t sue you. If you can’t settle it
for deletion, you have to be aware that the date of first delinquency
might get reset and harm the credit score. You’ll then have to get

that fixed with the CRAs, disputing that the date of first delinquency should be “X” years. But, when you’re past the SOL and
the account is at the 6-year mark and one year away from falling
off, why pay anything, since it’s not affecting the credit score that
much? Save the money!
Also, be aware that, whether they actually inform you or not,
the bank may report to the IRS the portion of the debt that is
forgiven as taxable and send you a 1099. This is okay. Personally,
I’d rather pay 33.3% tax than the amount owed. You’ll be sent out
forms on the debt to file with your taxes.
Following Up
What if you don’t receive a deletion letter? Collection agencies have a couple of reasons for not wanting to send out deletion
letters: first, they don’t want these letters getting back to the CRAs.
Secondly, people often try to alter the letters in Photoshop. So,
while they may agree to delete, and actually do the deletion, they
may not issue a deletion letter. It may be luck, but I’ve never been
let down by any collection agents who have agreed to delete.
Let’s re-cap the things you can do to best ensure that the account gets deleted in the event the collector doesn’t want to give
you a deletion letter but says they will delete once payment is
made:
1. Ask them their name and extension.
2. Ask them to notate the agreement to delete in the account.
3. Ask if you can write a restrictive endorsement on the back of
the check, such as: “Cashing this check is an agreement to settle in
full and delete account # ___ from (Your Name)’s credit bureau reports.” You need to get their permission on this because sometimes,
with big agencies, the accounting department will see the restrictive endorsement and send the check back. If they say no to this,
ask what else they can do to make sure the account gets deleted.
4. Write a letter and send it with the check, stating: “Please
check the notes on this account. So and so at ext. XXX agreed to
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delete with payment. Here’s the payment, so please delete.” Then
follow up by phone a week later to make sure they are planning to
delete.
5. Take a leap of faith!
The Two Types of Deletion Letters
There are two types of deletion letters you can get from a collection agency:
1. “Agreement to Delete letter”: You get this before you mail the
funds. Please note that you will still have to get the next letter from
them once your payment has cleared in order to get it deleted from
the credit bureaus.
2. Actual “Deletion letter”: Provided after the collector has
received your funds. Even if they don’t issue this letter, you can
still send in the previous letter along with proof that you paid the
account and ask the bureau to delete the account, but it is just
smoother if you can send an actual letter to the bureaus from the
collection agency that states, “The account belonging to so and so
should be deleted from the credit report.” Keep in mind that this
letter must reference the account number, your name, the fact that
it should be deleted, be signed by someone at the company along
with their contact information, and finally, be dated within the last
90 days. If the letter is older than 90 days, the bureaus will reject it.
When They Won’t Agree to Delete
What if the creditor or collection agency won’t agree to delete
with payment? If they won’t agree to delete with payment or if you
simply just want to get the best deal possible and don’t care to pay
extra for a deletion letter, then you definitely want to get the agreement to settle for less than the amount owed in writing. Without
that, you can’t prove that they agreed to accept a lesser amount to
settle the account. They don’t resist this nor do they have any reason to do so, although I have found that sometimes it takes numerous follow-up calls to get the letter sent out.
On a side note, if you ever have to call a creditor or collection

agency to settle an account but can’t find the contact number for
them on the credit report, first do a quick Google search for their
website. If that fails, you can call the credit reporting agency of
the credit report that has the collector listed and ask them for the
creditor’s phone number.

Who to Pay First to Maximize Your Score
When you have limited funds and want to increase your score
as much as possible, prioritize who you pay in the following order:
1. Past Due Balances: Accounts that are not currently 90 days
late or more, charged-off, or in collections but have a past due
balance should be paid first. A past due balance in the “past due”
column on the credit report severely damages your credit score and
should be the first accounts you pay. Paying only the past due balance on these accounts will bring the account current, and the past
due status will go away within 30 days in most cases.
If the account is already a collection, a charge-off, or even currently 90 days late or more, you do not want to pay the account
first because an account in one of these statuses is already a major
derogatory that is killing your score. Paying the past due balance
on an account in these scenarios won’t change the damage—the
account will still be a major derogatory even after the past due
amount is removed.
Remember: This advice is assuming that you have limited
funds and need to prioritize who gets the limited money you have
and at the same time increase your score as much as possible. If
you hit the lottery, pay everyone!
2. Collection Companies That Agree to Delete: The most recent collections showing on your credit report (that are more than
$100 when initially reported1) that are willing to delete in return
for payment should be the next place you spend your money.
3. Credit Cards: If you have any money left over, pay down
1

The reason I say above $100 when initially reported is because the newest credit scoring software from FICO does not score these accounts.
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your revolving credit cards. Bringing down your revolving debt
ratio increases the score a lot and paying these accounts as close to
zero as possible is ideal. (We’ll discuss this more in Chapter 5.)
4. Settle Collections and Charge-offs That Won’t Delete with
Payment: After you pay the revolving accounts, if you still have
money left over, I would suggest settling the collection and chargeoff accounts that won’t agree to delete, with the most recent accounts in this category being settled first. Make sure you settle for
as little as possible since having a fully paid collection or charge-off
has basically the same effect on your score as a settled collection or
charge-off. In fact, a paid charge-off/collection account may yield
only one or two points more to your score, if any at all. Save the
money and settle, the few points you’ll gain is not worth the extra
money.
5. Tax Liens and Judgments: These should be the last items
you pay, as paying them will have almost zero effect on your score
and may even decrease the score if a separate satisfaction document is filed with the court and appears on the credit report as a
result of your paying it. The reason for this is that the credit score
software will treat that separately listed satisfaction as an additional
public record and cause the score to go down.

Identity Theft: How to Completely Erase
the Negative Effects in Less Than 10 Days
As we discussed in Chapter 2, identity theft is one of the fastest
growing crimes in America today and it poses special problems for
cleaning up your damaged credit report.
Identity theft occurs when someone uses your personal information such as your name, Social Security number, credit card
number, or other identifying information without your permission
to commit fraud or other crimes. The result is a credit report full of
derogatories.
Most victims of identity theft spend hundreds of hours and
sometimes years trying to rectify the negative credit rating that
results from being a victim of identity theft. The good news is “you

don’t have to.” If you follow the steps outlined below, your negative 101
credit rating will be restored in most cases within 10 days. Be sure
to keep a detailed record and copies of all correspondence.
Step 1: Place a fraud alert on your credit reports to help prevent
an identity thief from opening any more accounts in your name.
To do this, contact the toll-free fraud number of any of the three
major credit bureaus (see below) and place a fraud alert on your
credit report or send a letter requesting the same along with proof
of address and proof of Social Security number. You only need to
contact one of the three companies to place an alert because the
company you call is required by law to contact the other two CRAs.

Equifax® fraud division
P.O. Box 740250
Atlanta, GA 30374
1-800-525-6285
Experian® fraud division
P.O. Box 1017
Allen, TX 75013
1-888-397-3742
TransUnion™ fraud division
P.O. Box 6790
Fullerton, CA 92634
1-800-680-7289
There are three types of fraud alerts: 1) an initial alert, 2) an
extended alert, and 3) for those on active duty in the military, an
“Active Duty” alert.
• An initial alert stays on your credit report for at least 90 days.
• An extended alert stays on your credit report for 7 years. You
can have an extended alert placed on your credit report if you’ve
been a victim of identity theft and you provide the consumer reporting company with an identity theft police report and a nota-
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rized identity theft affidavit. In addition, the consumer reporting
companies will remove your name from marketing lists for prescreened credit offers for 5 years unless you ask them to put your
name back on the list before then.
To place either of these alerts on your credit report, or to have
them removed, you will be required to provide proof of:
1. Your Social Security number. (Either a copy of your SS card,
a pay-stub, 1099, or W-2 will suffice. You only need one.)
2. Your mailing address. (A utility bill, bank statement, or
signed copy of a lease agreement will suffice. P.O. Boxes are okay; it
just needs to be your current mailing address.)
3. Your proof of identification in a picture I.D. format issued by
a government entity (driver’s license, state-issued I.D.).
• An active duty alert is available to persons on active military
duty and is similar to an initial 90-day alert, except that it lasts 12
months and your name is removed from pre-screened offers of
credit or insurance for two years.2
Step 2: File an Identity Theft Police Report with your local law
enforcement agency. A simple one-page police report that states
you were a victim of identity theft (with no other details) will suffice, although you should include the details, “if any,” that you are
aware of.
Step 3: Complete and get notarized an Identity Theft Affidavit. Complete instructions on how to complete this form plus the
actual form itself can be accessed at www.identitytheft.gov
Step 4: Send the bureaus a copy of the police report, the notarized identity theft affidavit, a copy of your credit report with the
fraudulent items circled (not needed but recommended), and a
cover letter similar to the one below. Mail complete sets to all three
credit bureaus and each fraudulent creditor account listed on your
credit report. Make sure you call each creditor separately and ask
2

If you want to remove yourself from receiving pre-screened marketing
offers, but you are not in the military or a victim of identity theft, simply
go to www.optoutprescreen.com to remove yourself from these lists, or
call 1-888-567-8688.

them which address you should mail correspondence that pertains 103
to your being a victim of identity theft. The Fair and Accurate
Credit Transactions Act (FACT Act) requires that you obtain a
specific address from each creditor in order to be protected by its
provisions. Federal law also states that a creditor may also request
that you complete one of their identity theft affidavits in their format, although most will accept the one mentioned in this book.
The credit bureaus have four business days to block the fraudulent information after receiving your request outlined in the steps
above and also must prevent the fraudulent items from reappearing
on your credit report.
Sending the information to the credit bureaus should do the
trick by itself, but I highly suggest being diligent and putting the
creditors on notice also in the event the credit bureaus don’t do
what they are supposed to.
Following are sample letters you will need to send to the CRAs
and creditors.
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Identity Theft Letter to the CRAs:
To: [All three CRA names]
[CRA addresses]
Today’s date: ________________
Re: Identity Theft Victim
To Whom It May Concern:
Please be advised that I am a victim of identity theft and that
the fraudulent items listed below do not relate to any transac
tion that I made or authorized and are solely a result of
Identity Theft. As required by [15 U.S.C. §1681c-2], I am
including the following items:
-

A government issued ID with a picture
Proof of my Social Security number
Proof of my address
Identity Theft Police Report
Identity Theft Affidavit “notarized”

In addition, I am including a copy of my credit report with
the fraud items circled. According to [15 U.S.C. §1681c-2],
when a consumer provides the above listed items, the credit
reporting agencies have four business days to block the
fraudulent information from the time the request is received
and also must prevent the fraudulent items from reappearing
on the credit report. Please adhere to these mandated
guidelines by removing the following fraudulent items that
were a result of Identity Theft and send me a corrected copy
of my credit report when you are finished doing so.
Sincerely,
Joe Consumer
Fraudulent Creditor Item
1. American Express®
2. ABC Collections
3. Discover®

Account #
371123349983333
87683959603
65412586562554

Identity Theft Letter to the Creditors:
To: [each creditor that has an account that was part of the
identity theft]
Today’s date: ________________
Re: Identity Theft Victim
To Whom It May Concern:
Please be advised that I am a victim of identity theft and that
the account I have with you with the account number listed
below was a result of the fraud. I am including a copy of the
correspondence I sent to the credit bureaus for your records.
Fraudulent Creditor Item
American Express®

Account #
371123349983333

Sincerely,
Joe Consumer

Security Freeze
A security freeze takes a fraud alert to a whole different level. A
security freeze prevents almost anyone from pulling your credit report at all. You may want to add a security freeze if you really want
to put your credit report on lockdown and make it much less likely
that you’ll be a victim of identity theft. If someone tries to pull your
credit while a security freeze is active, your report will be blocked
and the creditor won’t get any information. There are limited
instances where someone can obtain your credit report if you place
a security freeze on it; those include: 1) the creditor is an existing
creditor of yours, 2) you temporarily lift the freeze, or 3) there is
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a court order. Whether to place a security freeze on your file is a
matter of personal preference that only you can decide based on
how much protection you want against identity theft.
The cost of a security freeze ranges from free to $15, depending
on your state and also whether or not you are already a victim of
identity theft. Only you can request that a security freeze be activated on your credit file. You may place, temporarily lift, or remove
a security freeze on your credit file under state law or through the
bureaus’ voluntary security freeze program. The security freeze
will generally remain on your credit file until: 1) you request that
it be removed, or 2) you request a temporary lift of the security
freeze for a specific party or parties, or specific period of time, as
applicable under state law or the bureaus’ voluntary security freeze
program.
If you choose to place a security freeze on your credit file, be
sure to plan ahead if you are going to apply for credit. It may take
up to three business days to process a request to temporarily lift
a security freeze. Additionally, you may not be able to request a
temporary lift of a security freeze during non-business hours or on
weekends.
To determine the methods and fees for placing a security
freeze or to request a temporary lift or remove a security freeze, see
https://bit.ly/2bnWHOs
Submitting, temporarily lifting, or removing a security freeze
request by mail requires that you submit the following information
to the credit bureaus while keeping in mind that, unlike a fraud
alert, you need to contact each bureau separately that you want to
place the freeze with. Also remember that a security freeze will not
automatically remove you from the pre-screened marketing list
and you would still need to opt-out from receiving those offers by
visiting www.optoutprescreen.com.
Below, I am going to go through the process needed to accomplish putting a security freeze on your Equifax® profile. The
instructions and links to the bureaus’ websites to accomplish
the same for Experian® and TransUnion™ can be accessed at
https://bit.ly/2bnWHOs

Equifax® Security Freeze Procedure
To Place a Security Freeze:
Send a letter via mail requesting that a security freeze be placed
on your credit profile and include the below required personal ID
information/proof and mail everything to:

Equifax® Security Freeze
P.O. Box 105788
Atlanta, Georgia 30348
- Your complete name, including any suffix (e.g., Jr., Sr., etc.)
- Complete mailing address, Social Security number, and date
of birth to the address above. (Make sure to include proof of address and Social Security number—i.e., driver’s license or utility
bill with your name and current address showing on it to prove
address; a copy of your Social Security card, a 1099, a W-2, or a
pay-stub with your Social Security number on it to prove your
Social Security number.)
To Temporarily Lift a Security Freeze:
To temporarily lift a security freeze, you must submit all of the
items listed above that were required to place the security freeze
PLUS the following additional information:
- The 10-digit personal identification number (PIN) given to
you after you placed the freeze
- Include in your letter the date range, if your state allows for a
date range lift (e.g., April 5, 2010 – April 12, 2010) for the temporary lifting of the security freeze or proper information regarding
the third-party creditor you want to receive your credit report (e.g.,
American Express®), if your state allows for a third-party lift.
To Permanently Remove a Security Freeze:
To permanently remove a security freeze, you must submit all
of the personal ID information required when you initially placed
the security freeze plus your 10-digit PIN given to you after you
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placed the freeze, and state in your letter that you want the freeze
permanently removed.
Charges for Security Freezes:
The charges for security freeze requests on your Equifax® credit
file varies by state. These fees associated with your state’s file freeze
law can be accessed at https://bit.ly/2bnWHOs
Make sure to include your state’s fee payment by check or
money order for the appropriate fees.
If You Lose Your PIN:
If you lose the 10-digit security freeze personal identification number (PIN) provided to you when you placed the security
freeze, you may request a new PIN for a fee prescribed by your
state’s law.
Experian® and TransUnion™
Rather than read through a similar explanation to that above of
what is needed with Equifax®, if you want to place a security freeze
on your Experian® or TransUnion™ credit reports, visit https://bit.
ly/2bnWHOs to get the link directly to each of the other bureaus’
websites where the freeze can be added.

Time to Sue: What to Do If All Else Fails!
Imagine this scenario... You discover errors on your credit
reports by one or more of your lenders. You challenge them and
ask the credit bureaus to correct or remove them. Thirty days later
the credit bureaus send you a reply confirming that what they have
on file is accurate and it will not be removed or changed. They also
direct you to contact your lender if you have any further questions regarding that allegedly incorrect credit reporting. You take
the same course of action with the lenders reporting the incorrect
information and, again, you are unsuccessful in getting the items
corrected.
The scenario just described happens thousands of times every
week. And while the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) is designed
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to protect consumers from credit bureau and lender negligence,
the number of valid challenges to credit report data is not decreasing. Unfortunately, the number of challenges that result in credit
reporting data being amended in favor of the consumer pale in
comparison to the number that remain the same.
At this point you, the consumer, have two very simple options;
you can either live with the erroneous information until the FCRA
reporting period expires and the account falls off (normally 7
years), or you can escalate your efforts to have your credit reports
corrected by filing a lawsuit.
Many experts are predicting an increase in consumer credit
lawsuits due, in part, to consumers feeling the sting of increasingly
difficult access to credit because of the credit crunch and a willingness to incur the costs of litigation to restore their good credit
standing. “To some people, it’s an investment—do the math. If it
costs you $20,000 in legal costs to force a lender or credit bureau
to remove an inaccurate collection, and the removal allows you to
qualify for a mortgage interest rate that saves you $100,000, you tell
me, was that a wise investment?”
In fact, it’s possible that you’ll recover all of your legal costs
as part of a settlement if your case is strong. It seems logical that
the credit bureaus would not prefer that a jury determine punitive
damages in a case where they have sold credit reports to a lender
that contained inaccurate information, but there is also a risk that
the judge will grant only a portion or none of your attorney’s fees
and then you’re out that part of the money. The tradeoff for the
credit reporting industry is legal fees and a controlled settlement
amount, versus the unknown of taking the case to trial where the
odds are not certain that at least one of the members of the jury has
not had a similar experience with a credit bureau or lender.
The credit bureaus are sued hundreds of times each year with
the majority of those lawsuits being filed in Georgia, California,
and Illinois. It’s not a coincidence that the filings are disproportionate to those states given that’s where the three national credit reporting agencies are based. The credit bureaus also maintain insur-
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ance against such lawsuits so the costs can be limited to premiums
and deductibles in many cases. Having said that, it’s certainly not a
comfortable feeling knowing that you’re about to go to war with a
company large enough to easily absorb the cost of litigation.
So how do you know if you’re prepared to sue your lender or
one of the credit bureaus? Here’s a checklist. If you can’t answer yes
to each of these, then litigation may not be for you.
1. Have you documented all of your calls with the lender and
credit bureau? This means every conversation you’ve had with
them since you started your attempts to have the errors corrected.
This can be as simple as a handwritten summary of the conversation with dates and names.
2. Have you attempted to have the item corrected using the
standard protocols? You can’t simply file a lawsuit against the credit
bureau without giving them the opportunity to correct their error.
Be sure that you’ve exhausted your rights to challenge credit report
items as defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
3. Have you suffered any damages due to the incorrect item? If
not, then think twice about filing a lawsuit. Damages can be credit
declinations, credit approvals with disadvantaged rates, higher
insurance premiums, or the loss of a job due to credit report preemployment screening. Can you document these things?
4. Can you tie the damages to the incorrect item? (Or are there
other seriously negative items on your credit reports that are completely accurate that can be blamed for your damages?)
5. Do you have copies of your credit reports and FICO® scores
and can you put together a chronology of credit reports and scores?
If you can’t, then you can subpoena the credit bureaus for archived
credit reports and scores, although they will object profusely.
6. Are you absolutely certain that what’s being reported is
incorrect? Before you file a lawsuit, you need to do a reality check.
If the items are accurate but simply not to your liking, save your
money.

7. Does your case have a chance? An expert witness can assess
this for you before you spend a dime on a lawyer and can give you
an honest assessment of your chances for success and ways to better prepare for litigation.

Credit Repair: Hire an
Expert or Go It Alone?
The Fair Credit Reporting Act provides numerous steps an individual can take to challenge negative items on their credit report.
Unfortunately, while consumers have the ability to make these disputes on their own, as in most complicated issues, it is always best
to have the advice of an expert to be as effective as possible.
A competent credit repair consultant should use a combination
of sound advice their clients can act upon themselves in addition to
helping clients remove inaccurate negative items from their credit
reports.
The value of using a credit repair expert is that they do this
every day, they know what works best and will give you the greatest
likelihood of having inaccurate items removed. There’s no guarantee, but they have years of trial-and-error experience to know
how to get the best results. They know what strategies to use, the
process for quickest results, and what language works best. Following is a brief list of how a credit repair expert can make a difference
for you:
• no resistance or procrastination due to emotions
• knowing which items to dispute and which are a waste of
time
• avoiding opening a new can of worms that can get you sued
• helping you spend your money where it will count the most
atoward a higher score
• representing you when you need to play hardball
Who Can’t Credit Repair Help?
People with no money who have a ton of unpaid collections
cannot be helped much by credit repair because whatever you do
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get removed from the credit report will just come back as the accounts remain unpaid. Sometimes money is the only solution and,
without it, bankruptcy is the only path for seeing light at the end of
the tunnel.
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CHAPTER 5

Other Strategies for
Improving Your Score

Much of Chapter 4 dealt with cleaning up negative credit items
from your credit report. These items fall primarily in the first and
fifth factors that make up the credit score: payment history and
inquiries. But keep in mind that payment history and inquiries
combined account for only 45% of what makes up your credit
score. That being said, there are a few other huge areas that we can
focus on to dramatically improve your score.
This chapter deals with the three factors that make up the remaining 55% of your credit score: debt utilization, length of credit
history, and the types of credit used.

Lowering Your Revolving Utilization
As you know by now, your debt utilization ratio makes up 30%
of your credit score. So let’s recap what this category is all about.
What is revolving utilization? Simply put, it’s the amount of
credit you are using out of the total that’s available to you. It’s the
debt you have in ratio to the total of your credit limits. It can also
be viewed as the amount of purchasing power you have, calculated
as the total revolving debt divided by the total revolving credit
limits.
To calculate utilization on your revolving debt, add the credit
limits together on all open credit card accounts, then add the balances together on all of these credit card accounts, and then divide
the balance by the limit and multiply that number by 100. Credit
utilization is expressed as a percentage. For example, if your credit
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available is $10,000, and your total debt is $5,000, then your credit
utilization is 50%. Higher credit utilizations result in lower credit
scores.
Ways to Lower Utilization
There are several ways to lower your utilization and improve
your score.
1. Pay before the Reporting Cycle
Most banks report your balance owed on the date your statement closes. If you are someone that pays off your balance every
month, you will benefit by paying whatever you think you will owe
at the statement closing date a few days before the statement actually closes so that the balance owed on the statement closing date
is close to zero. Even if you max out the credit card the day after
the statement closes, you will still have a zero balance for the next
thirty days until the statement closes again, at which point it will
report the balance owed on the closing date once again.
2. Pay Down Current Debt
A 3-digit credit score increase is possible when you pay off
your revolving credit cards.
A maxed-out mortgage will not severely affect the credit score
but a maxed-out credit card will. Pay off your credit cards as close
to zero as possible and never close them because you want to have
as much available credit as possible in order to have the lowest
revolving utilization rate. If you close the credit card you are taking
away that available credit and your utilization rate will increase if
you carry a balance.
3. Get Business Credit Cards
Even though you have to sign personally for the business credit
cards, many business accounts don’t get reported to your personal
credit report unless you default. Given this fact, any debt you
carry on business credit cards that do not report to the personal
credit report will not hurt the score at all. If you transfer all of your
personal credit card debt to a business credit card, you can increase
your credit score dramatically even though you still have the same

amount of debt.
4. Play the Transfer Game to Increase Your Available Credit
Transfer between credit cards to max out the card one month
and pay it off the next month with another credit card. Transferring money back and forth between credit cards will make the
credit card companies look at you like you’re some Godfather by
thinking you can handle the debt even though all you are doing is
moving money from card to card. They increase your credit limits
as a result. You can build a huge credit card portfolio and you’ll
always have money sitting at a very low interest rate since many of
these balance transfers are at lower interest rates than the normal
rate. But make sure you are aware that there is usually a 3% fee
per transfer. Make sure not to do it too much if you are not ready
to take the hit financially as a result of the transfer fees, but it is a
great way to build credit over time.
I always advise my clients to have as high of credit limits as
possible, so they have the best possible ratio of unused credit to
credit limit. Asking for credit limit increases will decrease your
debt ratio, ask every 6 months but be aware that you will incur an
inquiry as a result but the end result usually justifies the means.
5. Use the Inactive Cards You Have
“We are writing to advise you about a change being made to
your account.” This prologue is a part of letters being sent to millions of U.S. consumers and sets an ominous tone for the remainder of the communication. The “change” being referred to is either
your credit card account has been closed or the credit limit has
been severely slashed. In this particular example, the credit limit
was lowered on a Barclay’s Bank credit card by $15,000.
In normal economic times a credit card issuer would only take
such adverse action against one of their cardholders if they’ve done
something wrong, such as miss a payment. However, millions upon
millions of cardholders are seeing their terms changed because of
seemingly innocuous actions such as “a change in spending patterns” or “inactivity.” I guess we can attribute this to the fact that
we’re not in normal economic times, but it’s not fair to consumers
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to leave it at that. Closing accounts and lowering credit limits can
harm your FICO® credit scores. And since these actions are being
taken against consumers who, in many cases, have fantastic credit
scores the damage can be dramatic. Here’s what you can do…
Knock the dust off that old credit card – An inactive credit
card, one that is open but never used, actually costs the credit card
issuer money each month. Your account information is taking up
space in their databases and they’re still likely buying credit scores
on you each month trying to decide how to entice you to actually use the card. If you never use the card you are not generating
merchant fees, or interchange fees, for the credit card issuer. And,
obviously, if you’re not using the card you won’t have a balance
rolling month over month so you’re not generating interest income
for them either.
In many cases, now, the issuer is simply choosing to lose you
as a customer by closing your account. You want to avoid this so
you’ll have to appease them by generating a little bit of revenue.
The good news is that it won’t come out of your pocket. Simply
move the card to the front of your wallet and the next time you fill
up your car or buy a pair of shoes, use that dusty credit card. This
will reset the clock of activity and generated a little bit of income
for the issuer. Pay off the bill when it shows up so you don’t pay any
interest and repeat this strategy at least once per quarter.
Watch your spending patterns – This is a friendly way of your
issuer telling you that you don’t have enough debt. For example, if
you have a card with a $25,000 credit limit but have never charged
more than a few hundred dollars in any month, and you pay it in
full, then the issuer is questioning the need for such a high credit
limit. They still have the risk of the “open-to-buy” (unused credit
limit) so many have made the decision to adjust credit limits so
they are more in line with your spending patterns.
Of course, to avoid this you’d have to get into much more debt
with that issuer, which could hurt your credit scores and cause
other credit card issuers to take adverse actions too. If you’ve
received a letter lowering your credit limits because of spending
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patterns there’s simply not much you can do other than be happy
that they didn’t close the account, which would have been worse.
Continue to use the card sparingly and think about opening a new
card to help replace the lost credit limit. Eventually we’ll get back to
the time when we can pay our credit cards on time and not have to
worry about credit card issuers being scared of their customers, but
for now you need to think outside of the box to prevent the bank
from putting you outside of the vault!
Therefore, especially at this time where lenders are so wary, use
all of your credit cards at least every few months. If you don’t use
your cards, they may close your account to cut their overall risks.
If you have a HELOC (home equity line of credit), use it or you
might lose it. They will be the first to go in this terrible market.
It’s also important to keep paying down your cards, so that
creditors don’t look at you as living off your cards and thus more
apt to lower your limit to mitigate their risk.
Remember that 15% of your credit score is determined by the
age of the credit file. The credit scoring software from Fair Isaac®3
assumes people who have had credit for a longer time are at less
risk of defaulting on payments. Therefore, even if your old credit
cards have horrible interest rates, closing those cards will decrease
the average length of time you’ve had credit once the account falls
off your credit report since even positive credit will usually fall off
the credit report once it is closed for 10 years. Keeping the card
active is as simple as pumping gas or purchasing groceries every
few months, then paying the balance down. The one thing all credit
reports with scores over 800 have in common is a credit card that is
twenty years old or older. Hold onto those old cards, trust me!
Full knowledge of your credit profile and how it represents you
to creditors and credit bureaus is pivotal to full credit restoration
success. Credit bureaus always advise individuals that they have
a right to dispute their own credit files, but when the rights of the
credit bureaus slow you down; you need to either know your stuff
or know where to ask for help.
3

Fair Isaac® is a registered trademark of Fair Isaac Corporation.
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Types of Credit You Use
If you’ve had a bankruptcy or otherwise destroyed your credit
rating with charge-offs, collections, and other serious derogatories,
you still need to get accounts to rebuild; otherwise, your credit will
stay bad over time.
“Subprime” Cards
With bankruptcy, new subprime credit offers—those targeted
at the riskiest credit population—will likely come right after your
BK Petition is completed. This is because the banks know you are
now out of debt and you can’t file BK again for several years. Therefore, you are a moneymaker again in their eyes! Yes, the credit card
offers will come, albeit with horrible rates and fees associated, but
then again, you’re in no position to negotiate. A couple of tips on
these kinds of cards:
• make sure they report to the Big Three CRAs
• use them every month and pay on time for 6 months and
then ask for a credit limit increase
• keep asking for credit increases as often as they become available
Secured Installment Loans & Secured Credit Cards
Building or rebuilding credit doesn’t happen overnight. One of
the quickest ways to start that recovery process is to deposit a couple thousand dollars into a savings account with a lender that will
give you a secured installment loan or secured credit card against
your money. This is not a risky loan for them because they have the
amount of the loan held as collateral. You just borrow money (on
an installment loan) or use the new credit card and make payments
over time. The loan is reported to the credit bureaus like any other
loan or credit card. If the loan is not paid back, the lender can seize
the money in your savings account to offset their losses. Other
common forms of collateral are automobiles, houses, stocks, and
retirement accounts. A credit union is a good place to check to see
if this type of loan is available.

Length of Credit History
This category may be the most difficult to improve, because
only time heals here. What is important is to try to establish new
credit accounts as quickly as you can and keep them open so that
your accounts age from as early on as possible. The only possibility,
of course, is the authorized user route, which we have discussed at
length is less of a sure thing than it used to be. Still, I will recap it
here for those who want to give it a try.
AUs and FICO® 08
In previous scoring models, FICO® has given AUs credit toward
their score. With FICO® 08 (the newest version of Classic FICO®),
however, Fair Isaac® has changed their formula to prevent AUs
from having their credit score improved by “piggybacking” on
another account holder’s good credit history.
This new version of FICO® apparently has the ability to determine if an authorized user credit card account is an attempt to
game the credit scoring system through piggybacking, which is
the process whereby a consumer with poor credit would pay to be
added to the credit card of someone with good credit as an authorized user.
Fair Isaac® will not disclose how they’re able to tell the difference between a legitimate authorized user account belonging to,
say, a husband and wife versus one that has been made it to a credit
report through other means, such as piggybacking. FICO® 08 was
originally going to completely ignore all authorized user accounts.
This new logic seems to split the difference between ignoring all
authorized user relationships and doing nothing to discourage the
use of piggybacking services.

Quick Review & Things to Keep in Mind
To wrap things up, I’d like to summarize some key things to
keep in mind as you begin your credit repair adventure.
• If there are inaccurate items on your credit report, you will
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have to dispute them. You will need to contact the three major
credit bureaus and dispute the accuracy of those items in order to
force the credit bureaus and creditors to either admit or deny their
accuracy.
• If your credit is beyond bad, it’s going to take an epiphany
on your part. You have to understand and accept that how you’ve
managed your credit up to this point is exactly the opposite of how
you should be managing it. You can’t fake your way through this. It
will require a significant change in your lifestyle and habits.
• The only way to improve your credit standing is to address
the things that you are doing wrong. There is no blanket advice that
anyone can give you that will work 100% of the time. Your recovery
actions will be different from those of another person in the exact
same situation.
• Your recovery plan will involve an initial purging of your current credit accounts. It’s highly likely that you are using creditors
who are more concerned about whether or not your next payment
will ever arrive and less worried about helping you recover. The
goal at the end of the day is for you to be able to pick and choose
the lenders you like and have them fall over themselves trying to
get your business.
• Unlike advice given by other so-called “experts,” I believe
your recovery journey should be taken head on—not by avoiding
the issue. In fact, if you are discouraged and are planning on exiting the credit environment for more than 12-18 months, you might
as well stop here. The only way to improve your standing is for you
to jump right back into the credit world. Half your battle will be
to convince not only your lenders and insurance companies but
also the credit scoring models “through intelligent structuring of
your credit profile” using the advice in this book that you are a new
person. You can’t do this if you try to live a credit-free life.
• Re-establish credit using any means necessary. You’re not going to get the best rates initially, but that’s okay. Keep in mind that
it’s only temporary. You have to build up your credit report with
properly managed credit cards and loan accounts, and this is going

to be costly.
• Once you’re re-established, it’s time to convert. It’s when
you’ll be able to look your current lenders in the eyes and tell
them to take a hike because they’ve just been replaced with better
lenders. “Better,” in this case, means unsecured credit cards with
low ianterest rates and high credit limits and maybe even benefits
like airline miles or cash back. It also means competitive rates and
terms on car loans, mortgages, and insurance.
This recovery process should take less than 4 years. In fact, if
you do it right, you should start enjoying credit products reserved
for the elite even while you still have delinquencies on your credit
reports. They don’t have to be gone...but they do have to be a clear
reflection of your PAST credit management skills.
Of course, if you don’t have 4 years, you might want to find a
quality credit repair expert.
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